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OPINION
William C. Curtis and wife, Tina Curtis, and their three expert reports allege that William
was improperly treated by Dr. James Urbina 1 at Christus Saint Michael Hospital—owned and
operated by Christus Health Ark-La-Tex d/b/a Christus St. Michael Health System—for
symptoms of “sudden muffled hearing, balance issues, nausea and feeling poorly.” The Hospital
claims that the trial court should have dismissed the Curtises’ lawsuit because the expert reports
were conclusory on the element of causation. Because we find no abuse of discretion in the trial
court’s denial of the Hospital’s motion to dismiss, we affirm 2 the trial court’s ruling.
According to the Curtises’ petition and their experts’ reports, Urbina’s treatment of
William included administering what are called the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers (explained
below). Allegedly, as a result, William suffered a brainstem stroke and a dissection or separation
of the complex basilar artery at the anterior inferior cerebellar artery junction, 3 and this suit
followed.
As a case involving alleged health care liability, this matter is governed by Chapter 74 of
the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code.

See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN.

§§ 74.001–.507 (West 2011 & Supp. 2012). The plaintiff in such a suit must “serve on each

1

While the Curtises also sued Urbina, Urbina is not a party to this appeal.

2

This is a proper subject for an interlocutory appeal. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 51.014(a)(9) (West
Supp. 2012) (appeal of interlocutory order from district court that “denies all or part of the relief sought by a
motion” seeking to dismiss plaintiff’s claim for failure to meet expert report requirements); see also Lewis v.
Funderburk, 253 S.W.3d 204, 208 (Tex. 2008).
3

This injury may be generally understood as a breach or separation of the artery at or near the cerebellum. See
Medical Dictionary, MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM, http://www.merriam-webster.com/medlineplus/anterior%20inferior
%20cerebellar%20artery (last visited Aug. 29, 2013).
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party or the party’s attorney one or more expert reports” within 120 days after filing the original
petition. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(a) (West 2011). The report must provide
a fair summary of the expert’s opinions as of the date of the report regarding
applicable standards of care, the manner in which the care rendered by the
physician or health care provider failed to meet the standards, and the causal
relationship between that failure and the injury, harm, or damages claimed.
TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(r)(6) (West 2011).
A trial court must grant a motion to dismiss if it appears the report does not amount to an
objective, good-faith effort to comply with the statutory requirements. Bowie Mem’l Hosp. v.
Wright, 79 S.W.3d 48, 51 (Tex. 2002) (per curiam); Longino v. Crosswhite, 183 S.W.3d 913,
916 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2006, no pet.). An action should be dismissed if the expert report is
not sufficiently specific “to provide a basis for the trial court to conclude that the claims have
merit.” Am. Transitional Care Ctrs. of Tex., Inc. v. Palacios, 46 S.W.3d 873, 875 (Tex. 2001);
see TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(r)(6). To be a good-faith effort, the report
must discuss the standard of care and breach of that standard with sufficient specificity to inform
each defendant of the conduct the plaintiff has called into question and to provide a basis for the
trial court to conclude that the claims have merit. Jernigan v. Langley, 195 S.W.3d 91, 94 (Tex.
2006) (per curiam). A report that states an expert’s bare conclusions about the standard of care,
breach, and causation does not meet the statutory requirements. Wright, 79 S.W.3d at 52;
Longino, 183 S.W.3d at 917. Rather, the expert must explain the basis of his or her statements to
link the expert’s conclusions to the facts. Wright, 79 S.W.3d at 52.
A trial court’s decision regarding the adequacy of an expert report is reviewed for an
abuse of discretion. Wright, 79 S.W.3d at 52; Longino, 183 S.W.3d at 916. Before reversing the
3

trial court, we must find the court acted arbitrarily or unreasonably without reference to guiding
rules or principles. Wright, 79 S.W.3d at 52. We may not, however, substitute our opinion for
that of the trial court. Id. Nevertheless, “a clear failure by the trial court to analyze or apply the
law correctly” is an abuse of discretion. Walker v. Packer, 827 S.W.2d 833, 840 (Tex. 1992)
(orig. proceeding).
The Hospital’s appeal claims the experts’ opinions as to causation are conclusory, and
therefore insufficient to meet the requirements of Section 74.351(r)(6). 4 The Curtises’ suit
included allegations of direct negligence in staffing decisions and protocols, as well as
allegations of vicarious liability of the Hospital for the treatment administered by Urbina. The
Hospital does not argue these allegations were inadequate to allege vicarious liability. See RGV
Healthcare Assocs., Inc. v. Estevis, 294 S.W.3d 264, 273 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2009, pet.
denied) (“When a plaintiff’s claim against a hospital is not for direct negligence, but is based on
the conduct of an employee through the doctrine of respondeat superior,” the report “is sufficient
as against the hospital to satisfy the expert report requirement for the vicarious liability claims” if
“the report identifies conduct by the hospital’s employee, the hospital is implicated, and . . . the
report adequately addresses the standard of care applicable to the employee, how the employee
breached the standard of care, and that the breach caused the plaintiff’s injury.”)
[W]hen a health care liability claim involves a vicarious liability theory, either
alone or in combination with other theories, an expert report that meets the
statutory standards as to the employee is sufficient to implicate the employer’s
conduct under the vicarious theory. And if any liability theory has been
adequately covered, the entire case may proceed.

4

The Hospital’s appeal does not challenge the reports’ discussion of the standard of care and breach of that standard.

4

Certified EMS, Inc. v. Potts, 392 S.W.3d 625, 632 (Tex. 2013). The Curtises’ petition alleged
that Urbina was an agent, representative, or employee of the Hospital acting within the scope of
that agency or employment at the time of the treatment of William.5
Each of the three expert opinions took note of William’s “abnormal cerebrovascular
anatomy” and stated that the relevant standard of care for treating a patient with such anatomy
requires the treating physician “not [to] perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers under any
circumstance.”
Dr. Urbina evaluated Mr. Curtis’ condition and made the diagnosis of Benign
Proximal Positional Vertigo. On 9/18/2010, Dr. Urbina performed the DixHallpik maneuver on Mr. Curtis to reposition the crystals in his ears. The DixHallpik maneuver which consists of repeated rapid significant torsion, bending,
flexing, extending and rotating Mr. Curtis’s neck many times at varying angles
and varying degrees was performed. At this point, Mr. Curtis demonstrated
double vision, blood pressure drop, abnormal vital signs, vomiting, and additional
hearing issues. Dr. Urbina proceeded to have Mr. Curtis do the Epley maneuver
after the Dix-Hallpik was performed. Like the Dix-Hallpik, the Epley maneuver
involved the physical manipulation of Mr. Curtis’ neck. Mr. Curtis did not
respond favorably to these procedures.
Dr. Khalid Malik, who supplied one of the Curtises’ expert reports, opines that, at that point,
William suffered a brainstem stroke. The expert reports, later referring again to William’s
“abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy,” all stated that, because of that abnormal anatomy, “the
treatment consisting of the Dix-Hallpik and the Epley maneuvers were contraindicated,
dangerous, and very risky.”

5

In its brief, the Hospital argues that nothing in the experts’ reports gave any basis for vicarious liability for the acts
of Urbina. However, each report identified Urbina as a hospitalist at the Hospital and the attending physician when
William was admitted. The question of vicarious liability is a legal matter to be decided later, not on the basis of the
medical expert reports.

5

The expert reports also state that, during the Dix-Hallpik procedure, William “suffered
classical stroke symptoms of double vision, blood pressure drop, acute hearing loss, vomiting,
dizziness, and vital sign compromise.” Each report opines that, “[b]ased on reasonable medical
probability,” at this point, William’s brainstem was infarcted and he suffered a dissection of his
complex basilar artery. Nonetheless, at this juncture, Urbina performed another contraindicated
procedure, the Epley maneuver. The reports each then state unequivocally that “the rapid and
repeated significant torsion, bending, flexing, extending and rotating” of William’s neck, taking
into consideration his abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy, caused the brainstem infarction and a
“tear that resulted in a complex dissection of his basilar artery at the [anterior inferior cerebellar
artery] junction.” Each report then concludes, based on its author’s expert medical opinion, that
the previously described negligent acts and omissions of both Urbina and the Hospital
proximately caused William’s brainstem stroke and dissection of the complex basilar artery.
Because the Curtises alleged a theory of vicarious liability, the causal allegations that Urbina’s
treatments caused injury to William are sufficient, alone, to satisfy Section 74.351 of the Texas
Civil Practice and Remedies Code as to the Hospital. See id. And, since it was sufficient to
surmount the expert-report hurdle as to the Hospital’s potential vicarious liability, it was
sufficient to avoid the dismissal of the Hospital from this action. See TTHR Ltd. P’ship v.
Moreno, 401 S.W.3d 41, 42 (Tex. 2013); Potts, 392 S.W.3d at 632.

6

The expert reports’ assertions of causation on the vicarious liability 6 action against the
Hospital were not conclusory and were good-faith efforts to comply with the statutory
requirements. The trial court did not abuse its discretion in finding the reports sufficient to
satisfy Section 74.351.
We affirm the trial court’s ruling. 7

Josh R. Morriss, III
Chief Justice
Date Submitted:
Date Decided:

July 31, 2013
August 30, 2013

6

Additionally, in allegations addressing direct liability, the reports opined that the Hospital should not have allowed
Urbina on its staff; should have had policies or procedures in place to prevent Urbina from performing the two
procedures, which were contraindacted because of William’s abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy; and should have
had a neurologist available to assess and treat William. The reports cite these omissions as well as the abovedetailed acts of Urbina as proximate causes of William’s injuries. We need not address whether the challenged
causation link of the reports is sufficient as to these direct-liability allegations against the Hospital, since the
vicarious liability cause of action is medically supported by the expert reports.
7

The Hospital also argues that, because the Curtises did not specifically argue vicarious liability to the trial court, the
argument cannot be relied upon on appeal. We do not find that argument compelling. As mentioned, the plaintiffs’
petition alleged agency and respondeat superior, which is de facto the same as vicarious liability. Even if the trial
court’s ruling does not specifically state that vicarious liability was a basis for finding the reports sufficient, we will
affirm that ruling if it can be upheld on any legal theory that finds support in the record. See In re W.E.R., 669
S.W.2d 716, 717 (Tex. 1984) (per curiam). In answer to the Hospital’s claim that the Curtises waived the theory of
vicarious liability, we find that such theory was adequately argued in the petition with its allegations of agency and
respondeat superior.

7
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 1
This is a health care liability case. On September 14, 2012, AppelleesPlaintiffs William C. Curtis and Tina Curtis (collectively, “the Curtises”) filed suit
against Appellant-Defendant CHRISTUS Health Ark-La-Tex d/b/a CHRISTUS St.
Michael Health System (“CHRISTUS”) and Defendant James H. Urbina, M.D.
(“Dr. Urbina”), alleging that the Defendants’ purported negligence in treating Mr.
Curtis’ symptoms of hearing loss, instability, and nausea caused him hearing loss
and sleep apnea. CR 6-9. Because their claims are health care liability claims
governed by Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, the
Curtises served on the Defendants three expert reports and curriculum vitae in
support of their claims.

CR 13-41 (App. Tab 1).

CHRISTUS timely filed

objections to the Curtises’ expert reports and moved to dismiss all of the Curtises’
claims against CHRISTUS on the ground that the reports failed to comply with the
requirements of Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 74.351. CR 49-58, 62129. On April 19, 2013, the trial court signed an order denying CHRISTUS’
motion to dismiss based on grounds set forth in a written opinion set forth in its
order. CR 150-58 (App. Tab 2). This appeal followed. CR 159-60.

1

“CR ___” refers to the Clerk’s Record. “RR ___” refers to the Reporter’s Record. “App.
Tab ___” refers to the Appendix attached to this brief.
1

ISSUE PRESENTED
Did the trial court err in denying Appellant CHRISTUS Health Ark-La-Tex
d/b/a CHRISTUS St. Michael Health System’s Motion to Dismiss?
STATEMENT OF FACTS 2
I.

William Curtis Presents to CHRISTUS and Is Treated With the DixHallpik and Epley Maneuvers
On or about September 17, 2010, William Curtis presented to CHRISTUS

St. Michael Health System’s emergency room with symptoms of hearing loss,
instability, and nausea. CR 6. While he was in the emergency room, Mr. Curtis
was screened by a teleneurologist. CR 14, 26, 35. 3 All of Mr. Curtis’ neurological
evaluations were noted to be normal. Id. Mr. Curtis was admitted to CHRISTUS’
Primary Stroke Unit by Dr. James Urbina for observation. CR 6. Dr. Urbina
diagnosed Mr. Curtis with Benign Proximal Positional Vertigo. Id.
On September 18, 2010, Dr. Urbina performed the Dix-Hallpik and Epley
maneuvers on Mr. Curtis in an attempt to alleviate his symptoms. Id. Both
maneuvers involved physical manipulation of Mr. Curtis’ neck. Id. Mr. Curtis
allegedly did not respond favorably to these procedures. CR 15, 27, 36. That
afternoon, a second neurological consultation was provided by Dr. Khalid Malik –

2

The statement of facts below is drawn largely from allegations in the Curtises’ Original
Petition and expert reports. CHRISTUS does not concede the accuracy of those allegations and
recites them herein solely to detail the allegations upon which the Curtises’ lawsuit is based.
3

The teleneurology system at CHRISTUS is an interactive video link that allows a
2

a neurologist and the author of one of the Curtises’ expert reports (CR 13-17) –
who diagnosed Mr. Curtis as having experienced a brainstem stroke. CR 15, 27,
36. Mr. Curtis was discharged from CHRISTUS on September 20, 2010. Id.
According to the Curtises, radiological studies performed after Mr. Curtis’
discharge from CHRISTUS compared with radiological studies performed at
CHRISTUS on September 17, 2010 indicate that Mr. Curtis experienced not only a
brainstem stroke but also a complex basilar artery dissection. Id. The Curtises
allege that Mr. Curtis “has suffered severed hearing loss as a result of the
dissection” and “sleep apena as a result of his cerebral compromise.” CR 7.
II.

The Curtises File This Lawsuit Against CHRISTUS
On September 14, 2012, the Curtises filed suit against CHRISTUS and Dr.

Urbina, alleging that the Defendants’ purported negligence proximately caused Mr.
Curtises’ injuries. CR 4, 6-9. With respect to CHRISTUS, the Curtises alleged
that CHRISTUS was directly negligent based on the following theories:
•

CHRISTUS allegedly failed to have “an on call neurologist
present at the health care facility at the time of the incident.”

•

CHRISTUS allegedly failed “to provide the proper physician
coverage in an area where they are specialized, certified, and
award winning in” “despite the worsening signs, symptoms, or
findings reflecting a non-reassuring and worsening fetal

neurologist who is not physically present at CHRISTUS to evaluate a patient via that link. RR 6.
3

condition . . .” (emphasis added).4
•

CHRISTUS’ staff allegedly “failed to advocate for the patients,
failed to assure that a competent physician was physically
present and available to care for patients, and failed to assure
policies and procedures that would prevent the use of the DixHallpik and Epley maneuvers on a patient such as Bill Curtis.”
Specifically, CHRISTUS allegedly failed “to assure that the
medical staff and nurses are adequately trained to properly
interpret symptoms, properly respond to those symptoms, and
properly and timely use the hospital Chain of Command policy
in order to assure proper and timely interventions are used by
the physician.”

CR 7-9.
Notwithstanding Texas law prohibiting hospitals from controlling the
specific care that physicians provide to individual patients, the Curtises also
alleged that CHRISTUS was vicariously liable for: (1) Dr. Urbina’s purported
negligence based on the Curtises’ bald allegations that Dr. Urbina was an “agent,
representative, and/or employee” of CHRISTUS; and (2) the teleneurologist and
nurses’ purported negligence based on the Curtises’ bald allegations that they were
“agent[s], representative[s], and/or employee[s]” of CHRISTUS. CR 7.
III.

The Curtises Serve Three Expert Reports in Support of Their
Allegations Against CHRISTUS
Acknowledging that their claims against CHRISTUS are health care liability

4

CHRISTUS assumes that the clause “despite the worsening signs, symptoms, or findings
reflecting a non-reassuring and worsening fetal condition” is a scrivener’s error by the Curtises
as there is no allegation of injury to a newborn infant in this case and the Curtises plead that Mr.
Curtis was 59 years old at the time the care in question was provided. CR 6.
4

claims subject to Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, the
Curtises served on CHRISTUS expert reports and curriculum vitae for Drs. Khalid
Malik, Christopher A. Bailey, and Lee M. Buono pursuant to Texas Civil Practice
and Remedies Code § 74.351. CR 13-41. Significantly, Dr. Malik – as noted
above – was consulted regarding Mr. Curtis’ care during Mr. Curtis’
hospitalization at CHRISTUS in September 2010 (CR 15), and Dr. Bailey is
currently on staff at CHRISTUS (CR 25). As shown below, all three of the
Curtises’ expert reports fail to satisfy Section 74.351’s requirements.
Consequently, the trial court erred in denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss the
Curtises’ claims against CHRISTUS pursuant to Section 74.351.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
All three of the Curtises’ expert reports contain the same fatal deficiency
that mandates reversal of the trial court’s April 19, 2012 order denying
CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss. All three expert reports are improperly conclusory
on the required showing that CHRISTUS’ alleged breach of the applicable
standard of care proximately caused Mr. Curtis’ injuries.

In all three expert

reports, the only conduct discussed on causation is the conduct of Dr. Urbina. The
expert reports fail to explain how CHRISTUS’ alleged breach of the standard of
care proximately caused Mr. Curtis’ injuries. The sole mention of CHRISTUS in
the causation section of those reports consists of a single sentence: “Therefore, it is
5

my expert medical opinion, rendered to a reasonable degree of medical probability
that the above negligent acts and omissions of Dr. Urbina and Christus Saint
Michael Hospital each proximately caused Mr. Curtis to experience a brainstem
stroke and complex basilar artery dissection and its sequela.” Texas courts have
held that such a conclusory statement – unsupported by any analysis specifically
demonstrating to a reasonable degree how and why CHRISTUS’ alleged breach
proximately caused the Curtises’ injuries – is insufficient to satisfy Section 74.351.
Consequently, CHRISTUS respectfully requests that this Court reverse the trial
court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss.
ARGUMENT
I.

Standard of Review
A trial court’s decision whether to dismiss a health care liability claim based

on a plaintiff’s failure to comply with the statutory requirements for expert reports
under Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 74.351 is reviewed for abuse of
discretion. See, e.g., Jernigan v. Langley, 195 S.W.3d 91, 93 (Tex. 2006) (per
curiam); Am. Transitional Care Ctrs. of Tex., Inc. v. Palacios, 46 S.W.3d 873, 87778 (Tex. 2001). A trial court, however, has no discretion in determining what the
law is or applying the law to the facts. See, e.g., Walker v. Packer, 827 S.W.2d
833, 840 (Tex. 1992) (orig. proceeding).

Therefore, a trial court’s failure to

correctly analyze or apply the law constitutes an abuse of discretion. Id.

6

II.

Requirements for Expert Reports Under Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil
Practice and Remedies Code
There is no dispute that the Curtises’ claims against CHRISTUS are health

care liability claims governed by Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and
Remedies Code. CR 4, 6. Chapter 74 requires a claimant – no later than 120 days
after his original petition is filed – to serve on each party one or more expert
reports (along with the curriculum vitae of the expert listed in the report) for each
physician or health care provider against whom a health care liability claim is
asserted. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(a) (Vernon 2009) (App.
Tab 3).5 Section 74.351(r)(6) defines an expert report as follows:
“Expert report” means a written report by an expert that provides a
fair summary of the expert’s opinions as of the date of the report
regarding applicable standards of care, the manner in which the care
rendered by the physician or health care provider failed to meet the
standards, and the causal relationship between that failure and the
injury, harm, or damages claimed.
TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(r)(6) (Vernon 2009).
A defendant may challenge the sufficiency of an expert report by filing and
serving objections to the sufficiency of the report not later than the 21st day after
the date the report was served. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(a)
(Vernon 2009). A defendant may then move for dismissal of the health care
liability claim for failure to file an adequate expert report, and the defendant’s
5

The Curtises filed their original petition on September 14, 2012. CR 4. Thus, the current
version of Chapter 74 governs the issues in this appeal.
7

motion must be granted “if it appears to the court, after hearing, that the report
does not represent an objective good faith effort to comply with the definition of an
expert report in Subsection (r)(6).”

TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. §

74.351(l) (Vernon 2009); see also id. at § 74.351(b); Somerville v. Lawrence, 2010
Tex. App. LEXIS 6583, at *9 (Tex. App.–Texarkana Aug. 12, 2010, no pet.).
To constitute a good-faith effort under Section 74.351, the expert report
must address the standard of care, breach, and causation with sufficient specificity
to: (1) “inform the defendant of the specific conduct the plaintiff has called into
question”; and (2) “provide a basis for the trial court to conclude that the claims
have merit.” See, e.g., Palacios, 46 S.W.3d at 879; Hardy v. Marsh, 170 S.W.3d
865, 868-69 (Tex. App.–Texarkana 2005, no pet.). An expert report that does not
specifically address all three required elements of a report – standard of care,
breach, and causation – as to each defendant does not constitute a good faith effort
under Section 74.351. See, e.g., Palacios, 46 S.W.3d at 879 (“Nor can a report
meet these purposes and thus constitute a good-faith effort if it omits any of the
statutory requirements”); Russ v. Titus Hosp. Dist. d/b/a Titus Reg’l Med. Ctr., 128
S.W.3d 332, 340 (Tex. App.–Texarkana 2004, pet. denied) (“Omission of any of
the statutory elements prevents the report from being a good-faith effort.”).
An expert report cannot merely state the expert’s conclusions regarding the
required elements. See, e.g., Bowie Mem’l Hosp. v. Wright, 79 S.W.3d 48, 52
8

(Tex. 2002) (per curiam); Hardy, 170 S.W.3d at 869. The expert report must
specifically explain the basis for the expert’s opinions and link the expert’s
conclusions to the facts.

See, e.g., Bowie Mem’l Hosp., 79 S.W.3d at 52

(“[R]ather, the expert must explain the basis of his statements to link his
conclusions to the facts”) (quotation omitted); Russ, 128 S.W.3d at 340 (“These
three separate requirements must all be present and described with sufficient
specificity”) (citations omitted).

A court’s review of an expert report under

Section 74.351 also is limited to the four-corners of the report, and a court may not
rely on inferences in determining the adequacy of an expert report. See, e.g.,
Bowie Mem’l Hosp., 79 S.W.3d at 52; Hardy, 170 S.W.3d at 869.
III.

The Trial Court Erred in Denying CHRISTUS’s Motion to Dismiss
Because the Curtises’ Expert Reports Are Insufficient on the Required
Element of Causation
The trial court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to

dismiss must be reversed because all three of the Curtises’ expert reports are
insufficient on the required element of causation. To satisfy Section 74.351’s
causation requirement for expert reports, “[a]n expert cannot simply opine that the
breach caused the injury. . . . Instead, the expert must go further and explain, to a
reasonable degree, how and why the breach caused the injury based on the facts
presented.” Jelinek v. Casas, 328 S.W.3d 526, 539-40 (Tex. 2010). That is, “the
expert must explain the bases of the statements and link his or her conclusions to
9

the facts,” and “[a]n expert report must show causation beyond mere conjecture.”
Longino, 183 S.W.3d at 917-18; see also Hardy, 170 S.W.3d at 870 (holding that
expert report was insufficient on causation where it “fail[ed] to provide sufficient
specific information to show more than speculation on the element of causation”).6
Finally, the expert must establish causation as to each defendant. See, e.g., TEX.
CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 74.351(a) (Vernon 2009).
In this case, all three expert reports are fatally deficient because they are
improperly conclusory on causation as to CHRISTUS. The only reference to
CHRISTUS on causation in those reports consists of the following statement:
Therefore, it is my expert medical opinion, rendered to a reasonable
degree of medical probability that the above negligent acts and
omissions of Dr. Urbina and Christus Saint Michael Hospital each
proximately caused Mr. Curtis to experience a brainstem stroke and
complex basilar artery dissection and its sequela.
CR 17, 28-29, 37-38. Nowhere in any of their expert reports do the experts
specifically opine that the alleged breaches of the standard of care by CHRISTUS7
that they attempt to identify in their reports caused the Curtises’ injuries.
All three expert reports attempt to identify three ways in which CHRISTUS
allegedly breached the standard of care: (1) by failing to staff its facility with
6

See also Jelinek, 328 S.W.3d at 539-40 (holding that expert report was insufficient on
causation); Bowie Mem’l Hosp., 79 S.W.3d at 52-54 (same); Longino v. Crosswhite, 183 S.W.3d
913, 917 (Tex. App.–Texarkana 2006, no pet.) (same).
7

As in CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss filed in the trial court, “CHRISTUS” here refers to
and encompasses CHRISTUS, its nurses, and its staff. See, e.g., CR 67-68.
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adequately trained health care providers; (2) by failing to have an onsite
neurologist or, alternatively, obtaining a neurology consult from the teleneurologist
prior to Dr. Urbina’s performance of the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers; and
(3) by failing to have policies and procedures to ensure the Dix-Hallpik and Epley
maneuvers were not performed on patients like Mr. Curtis. CR 16, 28, 37.
Yet, each expert report fails to specifically explain “to a reasonable degree”
“how and why” CHRISTUS’ alleged failure to adequately staff its facility, provide
an onsite neurologist or consult the teleneurologist, or adopt and enforce policies
and procedures to bar the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers on patients like Mr.
Curtis caused the Curtises’ injuries. See, e.g., Jelinek, 238 S.W.3d at 539-40.
Specifically, the Curtises’ experts fail to explain how and why having adequately
trained staff could or would have stopped Dr. Urbina from performing the DixHallpik and Epley maneuvers. For example, the Curtises’ experts fail to explain
how and why these unidentified staff members with unspecified training: (1) would
have known that the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers were contraindicated when
a licensed physician like Dr. Urbina allegedly did not; (2) would have had the
authority to override Dr. Urbina’s decision to perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley
maneuvers; and (3) would have timely and successfully overrode Dr. Urbina’s
decision to perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers before he performed
them. See Kingwood Pines Hosp., LLC v. Gomez, 362 S.W.3d 740, 750 (Tex.
11

App.–Houston [14th Dist.] 2011, no pet.) (reversing trial court’s denial of motion
to dismiss because expert report’s opinion on causation was improperly conclusory
/ “[The expert] provided no explanation regarding how and why these failures
resulted in the alleged molestation. Rather, he provided bare assertions that [the
defendants’] failure to ‘properly supervise’ the patients resulted in [the plaintiff’s]
damages. He did not attempt to explain what constitutes proper supervision”).
The Curtises’ experts also fail to explain how and why not having an onsite
neurologist or consulting with a teleneurologist caused the Curtises’ injuries. For
example, the Curtises’ experts fail to opine that a neurologist/teleneurologist: (1)
would have been timely consulted prior to Dr. Urbina’s performance of the DixHallpik and Epley maneuvers if he or she had been available; (2) would not have
chosen to order the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers; and (3) would have ordered
some unspecified alternative treatment that would have avoided the Curtises’
injuries. Indeed, the Curtises’ experts conclusory opinions are fatally undermined
by their express acknowledgment in their reports that two different neurologists –
including Dr. Malik (one of the Curtises’ own experts) as well as a teleneurologist
– were actually available and consulted during Mr. Curtis’ hospitalization at
CHRISTUS. CR 14-15, 26-27, 35-36. Yet those two neurological consultations
still did not prevent Mr. Curtis’ alleged injuries from occurring.
The Curtises’ experts further fail to explain how or why not having policies
12

or procedures that bar the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers from being performed
on patients like Mr. Curtis caused the Curtises’ injuries. As a threshold matter, it is
completely preposterous that it is possible – much less the standard of care – for a
full-service hospital to: (1) anticipate every possible medical situation that it may
face; and (2) adopt a policy or procedure authorizing it to prohibit a physician from
performing a specific procedure in response to such medical situation. But even
assuming the standard of care does, in fact, require hospitals like CHRISTUS to
have such foresight and maintain such an encyclopedic collection of policies and
procedures, the Curtises’ experts fail to specifically explain how or why: (1)
hospital personnel would have been able to timely and successfully enforce
policies or procedures barring Dr. Urbina from performing the Dix-Hallpik and
Epley maneuvers; and (2) enforcing or successfully such policies or procedures
would have resulted in Dr. Urbina choosing another unspecified treatment that
would have prevented the Curtises’ alleged injuries from occurring.
The trial court’s opinion in support of its order denying CHRISTUS’ motion
to dismiss fails to address these deficiencies in the Curtises’ experts’ reports on
causation.

Instead, in overruling CHRISTUS’ objections that those reports’

causation opinions are improperly conclusory, the trial court merely asserted that
“the reports state in detail how the performance of the maneuvers on Plaintiff at the
time he presented caused the injuries for which he now complains.” CR 156.
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While the expert reports may have addressed how the maneuvers may have caused
Mr. Curtis’ alleged injuries, the trial court failed to explain how the expert reports
specifically establish “to a reasonable degree” the separate proposition of “how and
why” CHRISTUS’ alleged breach of the standard of care applicable to hospitals
(as opposed to Dr. Urbina’s alleged breach of the standard of care applicable to
physicians) proximately caused the Curtises’ purported injuries.
Because the Curtises’ expert reports are fatally deficient on causation – one
of the three required elements for an expert report under Section 74.351 – the
Curtis’ expert reports do not constitute an objective good faith effort to comply
with Section 74.351’s expert report requirement. See, e.g., TEX. CIV. PRAC. &
REM. CODE ANN. §§ 74.351(l) & (r)(6) (Vernon 2009); Palacios, 46 S.W.3d at
879; Russ, 128 S.W.3d at 340; see also Longino, 183 S.W.3d at 917 (“Omission of
any of the statutory elements prevents the report from being a good-faith effort”).
Therefore, the trial court erred in denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss, and the
trial court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion must be reversed.
IV.

The Trial Court’s Order Denying CHRISTUS’ Motion to Dismiss
Cannot Be Affirmed Based on the Curtises’ Vicarious Liability Theory
Against CHRISTUS
In addition to pleading direct liability theories against CHRISTUS, the

Curtises also have pled that CHRISTUS is vicariously liable for the alleged
negligence of Dr. Urbina based on the doctrine of respondeat superior. CR 7. In
14

accordance with its duty of candor to this Court, CHRISTUS informs this Court of
two recent Texas Supreme Court decisions that could support – but do not mandate
– affirmance of the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion
to dismiss. First, the Supreme Court has held that an expert report is sufficient as
to a claim that Alleged Principal X is vicariously liable for the conduct of Alleged
Agent Y if the expert report is sufficient as to Alleged Agent Y. See Certified
EMS, Inc. v. Potts, 392 S.W.3d 625, 632 (Tex. 2013); Gardner v. U.S. Imaging,
Inc., 274 S.W.3d 669, 671-72 (Tex. 2008) (per curiam). Neither CHRISTUS nor
Dr. Urbina filed objections in the trial court specifically challenging the sufficiency
of the Curtises’ expert reports as to the alleged negligence of Dr. Urbina.
Second, in two decisions issued earlier this year, the Texas Supreme Court
held that, if a plaintiff’s expert report is sufficient as to one liability theory under
Section 74.351, then the plaintiff’s entire case may proceed against the defendant
even if the plaintiff’s expert report is deficient as to any other liability theory. See
Potts, 392 S.W.3d at 630, 632; TTHR Ltd. P’ship d/b/a Presbyterian Hosp. of
Denton v. Moreno, 2013 Tex. LEXIS 271, at *1-*2 (Tex. Apr. 5, 2013).
Based on the above authority, the Curtises conceivably could have argued in
the trial court that CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss should be denied in its entirety
because: (1) the Curtises’ expert reports are sufficient as to their vicarious liability
theory against CHRISTUS based on the conduct of Dr. Urbina; and (2) the
15

sufficiency of those reports in that narrow respect is sufficient for the Curtises’
entire case to proceed against CHRISTUS notwithstanding the fatal deficiencies in
the Curtises’ expert reports as to their direct liability theories against CHRISTUS.
The above argument, however, does not support affirmance of the trial court’s
order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss for at least two independent reasons.
In Potts, the Texas Supreme Court stated that “[f]or the particular liability
theory addressed, the report must sufficiently describe the defendant’s alleged
conduct” because “[s]uch a report both informs a defendant of the behavior in
question and allows the trial court to determine if the allegations have merit.”
Potts, 392 S.W.3d at 631. In Potts, the expert reports sufficiently described the
specific basis for the plaintiff’s vicarious liability theory against the defendant in
that case so as to inform the defendant of the behavior at issue and so as to allow
the trial court to determine if that vicarious liability theory had merit.

For

example, the expert reports in Potts expressly identified the individual who
committed the sexual assault in that case as an “employee” of the defendant. 8
In contrast, in the present case, none of the Curtises’ expert reports offer any

8

Certified EMS, Inc. v. Potts, 355 S.W.3d 683, 687 (Tex. App.–Houston [1st Dist.] 2011),
aff’d, 392 S.W.3d 625, 632 (Tex. 2013) (“The expert reports’ description of Hardin as an
employee of [the defendant] support [the plaintiffs’] theory that [the defendant] is vicariously
liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior”); id. at 689 (“[T]he first reports timely filed by
[the plaintiffs] implicate the conduct of Hardin and [the defendant]. Foster’s report mentions
Hardin’s improper conduct and explains that at the time of the conduct he was employed by a
‘Temporary Nursing Agency Service.’ This was sufficient to implicate [the defendant]”).
16

description – much less a sufficient description – of the specific basis for the
Curtises’ vicarious liability theory against CHRISTUS based on the alleged
conduct of Dr. Urbina so as to inform CHRISTUS of the behavior at issue and so
as to allow the trial court to determine if that vicarious liability theory had merit.
In light of longstanding Texas jurisprudence that hospitals generally are not
vicariously liable for the conduct of physicians who practice at their facilities, 9 the
only way CHRISTUS or the trial court could have been informed of the alleged
basis for the Curtises’ vicarious liability theory against CHRISTUS based on the
alleged conduct of Dr. Urbina would be to look outside of the four corners of the
Curtises’ expert reports or rely on speculative inferences from those reports in
violation of the well-established prohibition against such practices.

See, e.g.,

Bowie Mem’l Hosp., 79 S.W.3d at 52; Hardy, 170 S.W.3d at 869.
But even if this Court were to conclude that the Potts/Moreno argument may
have merit under the facts of this case (which it does not), such argument
nevertheless fails for the additional, independent reason that the Curtises waived
the argument. The Curtises never raised the above argument in the trial court in
any of their responses to CHRISTUS’ objections or motion to dismiss or in their
motion to deem their expert reports adequate.

9

CR 59-61, 130-33, 141-45. The

See, e.g., Baptist Mem’l Hosp. Sys. v. Sampson, 969 S.W.2d 945, 948-50 (Tex. 1988)
(hospitals generally not liable for independent contractor physicians absent showing of ostensible
17

trial court also never relied on the above argument in denying CHRISTUS’ motion
to dismiss. CR 150-58. In fact, the trial court’s written opinion expressly states
that it denied CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss “[f]or all of the foregoing reasons”
but none of those “foregoing reasons” is based on the above argument. CR 158
(“For all of the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that Christus St. Michael’s
Motion to Dismiss should be, and the same is hereby, DENIED”). 10 The Curtises
therefore waived the above argument and cannot rely on such argument to support
affirmance of the trial court’s order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss. 11
Thus, reversal of the trial court’s order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss and
remand of this case for further proceedings remains the proper relief in this appeal.

agency); Garrett v. L.P. McCuistion Community Hosp., 30 S.W.3d 653, 655-57 (Tex. App.–
Texarkana 2000, no pet.) (same).
10

The trial court also was not required to reach that argument in denying CHRISTUS’
motion to dismiss where it concluded that the Curtises’ expert reports were sufficient as to at
least one of the Curtises’ direct liability theories against CHRISTUS. CR 158 n.2.
11

See, e.g., TEX. R. APP. P. 33.1(a); San Jacinto Methodist Hosp. v. Carr, 2008 Tex. App.
LEXIS 3850, at *8 (Tex. App.–Houston [1st Dist.] May 22, 2008, no pet.) (rejecting plaintiff’s
contention that defendant failed to timely object to expert reports because plaintiff waived such
contention in trial court / “Although Methodist did not object to the initial expert reports,
Methodist can object to the reports on appeal because the Carrs did not raise the issue of waiver
in their response to Methodist’s motion to dismiss. As such, the issue was not before the trial
court when it made its decision, and we may not consider it on appeal”); Hansen v. Starr, 123
S.W.3d 13, 18 (Tex. App.–Dallas 2003, pet. denied) (“[T]he [plaintiffs] contend the trial court
erred in granting the motions to dismiss because the doctors waived their right to complain about
the adequacy of the expert report. As noted above, however, the [plaintiffs] did not raise the
issue of waiver in their responses to the motions to dismiss. In reviewing the trial court’s
judgment, we may only consider what was before the trial court at the time it made its decision. .
. . Because the [plaintiffs] did not assert waiver in their responses, the trial court could not have
addressed the argument when it dismissed their claims”).
18

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, Appellant CHRISTUS Health Ark-La-Tex
d/b/a CHRISTUS St. Michael Health System respectfully requests that this Court:
(1) reverse the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ Motion to
Dismiss; and (2) remand this case to the trial court with instructions to determine
CHRISTUS’ request for attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to Texas Civil Practice
and Remedies Code § 74.351(b). CHRISTUS further respectfully requests that this
Court grant CHRISTUS any and all other relief to which it may be entitled.
Respectfully submitted,
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.EXPERT OPINION OF KHALID MALIK, MD
Thisteport is written at the request of The Girani'~ Law Finri and is written in order to
comply with Te~ Civ;l practiqes & Remedies COde 14.325. I have been informed that
subsection (k) of the statute provides that an eXpert opinion prepared under this law is not
admissible in evidence by any party; shall not be us~d ·in a deposition, trial, or other proceeding;
and -shall not be refeaed to· by any Defendant during the course of any proceeding in this case.
All opinions expressed herein are based upon~asonablemedical probability.

Materials Reviewed
I have reviewed the medical care given to Wtlliam C. CUrtis by James Urbina, :MD at
Chri_stus Saint Michael Ho~pital (Certified Primary Stroke Center) iJJ Texarkana, Texas. in
addition, I have reviewed related patient studies from UT Southwestern in Dallas Texas, Collom ·
. & Carney Clinic, Advanced Imaging, and Advanced Pulmonary and Sleep Solutions in
Texarkana, Texas.
QuaJVicatlons
I am aboard-certified physician, licensed to practice medicine in the State of Texas. I
received the MD. degree i1i 1991 from the King Edward Medical College. Thereafter, from
1994 to 1995, I completed an iilte~lUP in ln~ Medicine at Marshall Univmity in
Huntington, West Virginia. From 1995 to 1998, I coJIJplet«i my residency· training iii Neurology
at the Medical College of Georgia in Augusta, Georgia. From 1998 to .1999, I completed my
fellpwsirlp training in Neurophysiology at the Medical CQilege of Oeor~ Further, from 2000
to 2002, I ebmpleted fellowsliip ttaiiilng in Cerebrovascular Disease. I have been engaged in the
full-time practice of medicine ~d ~eurology for tbe ptst l~ Y~.. 1 roqtinely care for p~ents
who have and/or ~y·be· expenencing a stroke. I have been a clinical ·instructor in the area of
new:ol~gy. I~ ~~Ay·~- f.uU:-tP.ne D!emJ>~t: oftlie:m~dt~ staffofWadl~Y Regional-Medical
~nte~, Tex~~~ ~)~x~; .I~ :$e· .J!ledic~ djre_qto~ 9f\Vadley's Certifi~ Prfmary Stoke Center.
As snch, i am ~iiar with. the St~g tequfrem~nts ~policies and prQCe(iures req~ed of
hospitals treating patients with neurologicai compiaiJ®.. I ~ intimately fam.il.l.ar with the
owmers in whim p.-ucl~nt hospitals sho¢d address the. needs ~f patients suffering from and/or at
risk for ~trek~.
·
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Throughout my career, I have routin~ly. cared 'for patients presenting with complicated
neurological ~sues, in~luding patients with la)own neUl'Qlogjcal·issues such as sitoke and other
unknown neurological and cerebrovascular issues. I have cared for such patien~.in the ER
setting, in the hospital. setting once such patients have ~een adm~tted~ and in the office setting. I
have routinely supervised nurses in the care of such patients. Specifically, I care for patients
such as Mr. Curtis whoSe complaint was muffled hearing, unsteady balance, nausea and feeling
poorly after bending his neck while working under a deck at his lake cabin. As a stroke
neurologist, I am often called upon to preform inteiVent;iopal proced~~s on patients ·presenting
with ~YJ:PptQ.~ ~@.p_~ Mr. Cmtis .pr.esenteg. with. I e:v.aluate such patients .routinely, order and
interpret appropriate lab work and diagnostic imaging studies such as MRI, MRA, CT, and CTA.
I am currently, and have been at all times relevant hereto, engaged in full time medical practice
in Texas. I am familiar with the standards of care for physicians caring for patients exhibiting the

;

·r
!·

.•

signs and symptQ.ins of Mr. Curtis, both in the office practice and in a hospital setting. My
curriculum vita ~s attached hereto and further outlines my educations, training and experience.

All opinions expressed in this report are based on reasonable medical probability.
Texas Legal Definitions
I uridexstand that with respect to -physicians ih T~xas, "negligence" means the firllure to
use ordinary care; that is, doing tha:t which a physician of ordinary prudence would not have
done under the same or similar circumstances; or failing to do that which a physician of ordinary
prudence would have done l:JD.der the same or similar circumstances.
I und~rstand that with respect to hospitals· in Texas, "negligence" means the failure to use
ordinary care; that is, doing that which a hospital of ordinary prudence would not have done
tmder the sam~ or sm.illar circumstances; or failing to do that which a hospital of or~
prudence would have done under tlie same or similar circunistances.
I understand that in Texas, ')lroximate cause" means that cause which, in a natural and
continuous sequence, produces an event, and without which cause such event would not have
occurred. In order to be a proximate cause, the act or omission co~p~ainec;l of must be such that a
person using ordinary care would have foreseen that the even~ or some similar event, might.
reasonably result therefrom. I und~rst~d .that there may be more than one proximate cause of an
event

Patient Hiatory
Oil September 17, 2010, Mr." Cunis, a 59 year old male, presented to the Christus Saint
Michael Hospital emerg~ncy department complafuing of sudden muffled hearing, balance issues,
nausea and feeijng poorly. Mr. Curtis has a history of Lap band (2005) but no hlstqry of
breatliing· or insoliiriia fs8ues, hype~li$ion, diabetes, cardiovascular or Stroke-related issues. Mr.
Curtis doe8 not smoke· arul- rarely drmlcralcohol. He takes amulti vitamin and 8lnigs of aspirin
daily. He denied chest pa~ abnolDl~ pain, headache, _melena, hematochezia, dysuria or
syncope. Initial vi~ si~ wer~ ~arkable with a blood pressilre of 119n3, pulse 51,
teJ.np~ratqre 96.4, mean arterial pte.sSl,lte of 88, and a respiratory rate of 16. Mr. CUrtis' speech
was not slurred; he did not pre~eht with any stroke related facial Or extremity isgJeS. His reflexes
and strength in all foUr eXtremities we.r~ normal. He had no problem communicating with the
emergency depaitn;la1t ~taft and physicians.
Lab work was ordered and reported. On admission, his cholesterol was 146 and
triglycerides were 38. Other lab work that I reviewed was within normal limits. Several imaging
studies were ordered and performed while Mr. Curtis was in the emergency department. A chest
x~ray, carotid Doppler exam,~ of the brain, MRA of the head, and CT of the brain were all
negative except for the identification of a trigeminal artery on ~e MRA of the head. The carotid
Doppler dtiplex exain report noted that neither the right nor left vertebral arteries could be
idrntified. The chest x-ray dem·onstrated ·priol' granUlomatOUS CJ.iseasl\ but WaS otherwise
normal. A crA of the head and neck was ordered and performed the next morning. Mr. Curtis
was screened by· a teleneurologist in the emergency department. All of Mr. Curtis' neurological
evaluations were noted to be normal. Initial diagnosis was heat stroke related. Mr. Curtis was

I
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admitted for observation to the Certified ;primacy S~ke Unit at Christus Saint Michael Hospital
under their stroke protocol. Dr. James Urbina, a ho~italist, was the attending physic~.
The CTA of the head and neck was perfoiDled the morning of9/18120 I 0 and revealed a
persistent trigeminal artery which communicates with the basilar artery at the level of"the siphon.
The basilar artery proximal to this level is relatively hypoplastiq. The left vertebral artery is quite
small throughout its length but is faintly patent The right vertebral artery is somewhRt larger but
still relatively hypoplastic. These results f;l.1'e of concem regarding Mr. Curtis, symptoms and
condition.
·
·
· Dr. Urbina evaluQ.ted Mr. Curtis' condition and made the diagnosis of Benign Proximal
Position,al Vertigo. On 9/~.8/20 I 0, Dr. ·Urbina performed the Dix-HaUpik maneuver on Mr.· Curtis
to reposition the crystals in his ears. The Dix-Hallpik ~euver which consists of repeated rapid
significant torsion; bending, flexing, extending and rotating Mr. Cwtis' neck many times at
varying angles and varying degrees wa8 perfb.rmed. At this. point, Mr. Curtis demonStrated
double vision, blood pressure drop, abnormal vi~ signs, vomiting, and additional hearing issues.
Dr. Urbina proceeded to have Mi'. Curtis do the Epley ~euver aft.er the Dix-Hallpik was
perforp1ed. Like the D.~-Hallpik, the: Epley maneuver involved the physical manipulation of Mr.
Curtis' nee~ Mr.. Cmtis did not respond favorably to these procedures. I was consUlted on the
afternoon of 9/18/2010. I diagnosed Mr, Curtis with his brainstem stroke. Cardiology was also
consulted, but did not-find aliy additional sigilificant issues. Mr. Curtis was discharge from
Christus Saint Michael Hospital on 9/20/20.10.
A MR.I was ordered by Dr. Freddie Contreras and performed at Advanced .Imaging in
Texarkana Texas on 9/23/201.0, three day$ after Mr. Curtis was discharged fro~ Christus Saint
Michael Hospital's Cerlified Primary Stroke Unit This MRI compared to the :MRI·p.erformed at
Christus Saint Michael Hospital on 9/11/2010 revetUed regia~ of sub acute infarction in the
inferior pons consistent w~:tl;l.a b~~ sttol<e. A subsequ.cmt cerebral angiogram was
perfo~ed ~t UT So~w~~~ in Dallas, Texas. This angioP.D report, dated-! 0/15!20 I0,
revealed that Mr. Curtis·· iii ·addition to having suffereq abrainstem stroke, had experienced a
complex basilar artery dissection.

Audiology reports from Collom & Carney Clinic confirm that Mr. Curtis has suffered
severe hearing loss. A sleep study performed ~Advanced Pulmonary and Sleep Solutions
indicates that Mr. Curtis is now suffering from sleep apnea.

Standards ofCa,·e
Mr. Curtis presented with neurological complaints and radiology confinned an abnormal
cerebrovascular anatomy. The relevant standards of care for a physician taking care of such a
patient require that the physician not perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers un_der any
circumstances. Such maneuvers were contraindicated given Mr. Curtis' cerebrovascular
anatomy.
The relevant standards of care for a hospital caring for complex neurological patients
such as Mr. Curtis require that the hospital staff its facility with adequately trained healthcare

providers capable of recognizing and tr~ting such patients. Minimal standards of care require
that a hospital treating patients with complex neurological issues have· an on-site neurologist

available~ time to assess and treat patients presenting witQ. neurological issues such as hearing
loss, unsta~le batanc~ and abnonnal cerebrovascular anatomy. Moreover, minimal standards of
care requi(~ that the hospital caring for patients with complex nelirological problems must have,
and enforce~ policies and procedures to assure that Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuver are not
performed on patients with neurological complaints and documented abnormal cerebrovascular
anatomy.

Violations ofthe Standard ofCare
My review oftheme4ical records related to Mr. Curtis's treatment leads me to conclude
that b~ed on reasonable medi~al probability, Dr. James Urbina and Christus Saint Michael
Hospital fell below the applicable Standards of care in their treatment of Mr. Curtis.
Specifically, Dr. James Urbina fell below the minimal standards of care by perfomiing
the Dix~Hallpik and Epley maneuvers on Mr. Curtis. Given Mr. Curtis' neurologiml complaints
and abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy, such maneuvers were contraindicated.
Cbris~s Saint Mi~hAel liospitallikewise fell below the standards of care by fhlling to staff
its facility with adequ~tely trained healthcare providers capable of recognizing and treating Mr.
Curtis. The hospital. failed to have~ on-site nelll'Ologist available full time to ~se8s and treat
Mr. Curtis' neuroiogi~ is8ge~. S\lch ~ hearing loss, unstable balance .and abnormal
cerebrovascular aruitQmy. In additio~, if~ onsife n~Urologist was·not available for consul~tion,
a neurology consult should have been obtained fiom the telene\irologist regarding the
cerebrovasclilar abnormality Mr. Curtis demonstrated ptior"to Dr. Urbina prefonning any neck
mampulatioii. Moreover, the bQspital violated minim~ standards of care by failing to h~v~, alld
enforce, Written policies. and pro~dures to as~e th~t Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuver ~e not
performed on Mr. C~~ given~ neuroiogical complaints and documented abnonnal
cerebrQvascular anatomy.

Christ\lS Saint ·Michael Hoslfttal staffed its facility with Dr. Urbina, a physician that was
inadequately traifted to treat pl;lti'ents presenting with complicated neurological issues, and a
nursing staffbl its Certified J»r4nary Stroke Unit that was not properly trained to intervene after
Mr. ~urtis experienced a significant neurological event
Under the definitions ljsted above, I must conclude that Dr. James Urbina and Christus
Saint Mic~l Hospital were negligent in their treatment and care of Mr. Curtis.

Appropriate Patient Care
Dr. James Urbina should have not subjected Mr. Curtis' head or neck to any sudden
movement, torsion, bending, flexion, extension, or rotation given Mr. Curtis' neurological
complaints and abnonnal cerebrovascular anatomy. Under no circumstances should the DixHallpik or Epley maneuvers have been performed. The Hospital should have had a written
policy prohibiting the same. Apjn'opriate standards of care required i:>r. James Urbina to consult
with neurology for evaluation ·of the cerebrovasculat issues 'that were· demonstrated ·on MRA and
erA. Likewise, Christus Saint Michael Hospital should have had an onsite neurologist, rather
than the inadequately trained staff: available to assess and treat Mr. Curtis' neurological issues.
A neurologist would have the training to understand and properly address Mr. Curtis' issues.
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Causation and Dfl11111ges

the. principle of injury involved. regarding the vertebral artery is due to the anatomy of this
artery which is vulnerable to. ~tching, compression, or torquing injury as it curves around the
atlas. This artery changes its direction from a vertical to a horizontal path and is therefore very
likely susceptible to injury from rotation and extension.
Because of Mr. Curtis' abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy that was identified on the CTA
scan of9/18/201 0 while in Christus Saint Michael Hospital Qn their Certified Primary Stroke
Unit, the ~eatrpent CQ~jsting of the Dix-Hallpik and the Epley :r;naneuvers were contraindicated,
dangerous, and very risky.
During the Dix-Hallpik maneuver, Mr. Curtis suffered classical stroke symptoms of
double vision, blood pressure' drop, acute hearing los~; vomiting, dizziness, and vital sign
compromise. These symptoms, more likely thaQ not, corresppnded with the timing of his
brainstem infarction and his ~omplex basilar artery dissection at the anterior inferior cerebellar
artery (AICA) junctio~ Bas~ on reasonable me~cal probability, this is when Mr. Curtis
infarcted bjs btainsten;l m1d the diss~on occur.red. After the initial ~cute newological event, Dr.
James Urbina contiimed with another contraindicated procedure and performed the Epley
maneuver on Mr. Curtis. It i~ clear that th~e maneuvers consisting of rapid and repeated
signifiCant torsion, bending, flexing, extending and rotating Mr.. Curtis' neck many times at
varying angles and varying degrees subjected Mr. Curtis' abnormal ceJ"ebrovascular an~tomy to
extrenie trauma and stress an~ caused a tear that result~d in a complex dissection ofhis basilar
artery at the AICA junction and a resultant brainstem infarotion with significant permanent
hearing loss.
Therefore, it is my exp~rt medical opinion, rendered to a reasonable degree of medical
ptqbability that the above negligent acts and omissions of Dr. Urbina and Cbri~~ Saint Michael
Hospital each proxiriiately ca~ed Mr. Cuttis to experience a brainstem stroke and complex
basilar artery dissection and its s~quela.
I reserve the right to amend this report as more information becomes available.

Since;:·, I~
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EXPERT
OPINION
Oll CHRISTOPHER
.
.
. A. BAILEY' :MD
This report is written at the ,request of Th~ Girard~~ ~ Firm and~ written in order to
comply with texas Civil practices ~ ReiriedieJ Code 74.32$: I .have been informed that
subsection (k) of the statute provld~s·~at an ~xpert opinionjiiepared under this· law is not
admi~si~le in ·eviqence by any party; s_hall not be us~d in a deposition, trial, or other p~eeding;
and shall not be· referred to by any Defendant during the course of any proceeding in this case.
All opinions expressed herein are based upon reasonable medical probability.

Mnterlals Reviewed

I have reviewed the medical care given to William C. Curtis by James Urbina, MD at
Christus Saint Michael Hospltal. (certified Primacy Stroke Center) in Texarkana, Texas. In
addition, I have reviewed related patient studies from UT Southwestem in Dallas Texas, Collom
& Catney Clinic,_ Advanc.ed Imaging, and Advanced Pulmonary an~ Sleep Solutions in
Texarkana, Texas.
Qualifications
I am a board certified physiciali, licensed to practice medicine in the State of Texas. I am
board certified in critical care, irt~~rilal me~cine,.p~onology, and sleep medicine. I have 19
years of·e]Cperience ptacticipg me:di.cine. I ~\la~ from.the Unive~ity of Oklahoma and
coinpleted-my·feUowship ai tlte University of Oklahoma in 1992. I currently maintaip an active
practice speciali.ting .jn pulmom:~togy apd sleep m~cine~ I atn· on staff at Christus-Saint Michael
·Hospital and Wadley Regional Med:ical Center in TexatkanriTexas. I am intimately familiar with
the manners in which. prudent hospitals. should address the needs of patients suffering from
and/or at risk for stroke. I am ~so· in~~¢ely f'ami&r with the standards by which physicim;ls
should addJels the needS of. patients. suffering from and /or at risk for stroke.
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As such, I am familiar Witli the statling·tequirements and policies and proced\lres required
of hospitals treating·patients with neuroiogical coinp.lafnts. I am intimately familiar with the
m~ers"iii wliicli·pruderit iiospiiws Sliti-dffi':adareS"stbe needs of"patients sutferin~ from and/or at
risk for stroke. ·
· ·
· ·
·

Thro.ughotit my career, I have rout4lely cared for patients presenting with complicated
neurological issues, mcluclmg p~tien~ ~th. k:nQwn neurological issues sucp ~ ~kc; and other
un\<nown neurological~md cerebrovascular issues. I have cared for such patients in the ER
setting, in the hospital settfng once such_p·atients.have been admitted,.and in the office setting. I
have.routinely SUpervised iitifSes in the
of such patientS. Specifically, I care for patients
such as Mr. Curtis. whose comphiint was muffied hearing, unsteady balance, nausea and feeling
poorly after bending his neck while working under a deck at his lake cab~il. AS a critical care
physician, I am often called upon to preform interventional procedures on patients presenting
with symptoms such as Mr. Curtis presented with. I evaluate such patients routinely, order and
interpret appropriate lab work and diagnostic imaging studies such as MRI, MRA, CT, and CTA.
I am currently, and have been at all times relevant hereto, engaged in full time medical practice
in Texas. I am familiar with the standards of care for physicians caring for patients exhibiting the
signs and· symptoms· of Mr. Curtis~ both inthe· office ·practice and in·a ·hospital setting; My
curriculum vita is attached hereto and further outlines my educations, training. and experience.

care

All opinions expressed in this report are based on reasonable medical probability.

Te.tas Legal DtJJlriitlOns
I understand that with respect to physicians in Texas, ''negligence, me~ the failure to
use ordinary care; that is, doing that which a physician ofordinary prudence would not have
done under the SaDie or similar circumstances; or failing to do tbat which a physician of ordinary
prudence woUld have done tinder the s~e or si.r:iJ..ilar circt.imstanCeS.
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I understand that with respect to hospitals in Texas, "negligence'~ means the failure to use
ordinary care; tbat is, doing that which a hoSpital of ordinary pnidence would not have done
under the same or similar citcuinsWices; or fai.liilg to do tbat which a hospital of ordinary
prudence would have 4one under the same or similar circumstances.
I uilderstlm.d that in Texas, "proximate. cause» means ~~use which, in a n~tural and
continuous sequence, produces an event, and without which cause such event would· nof have
occurred. In order to he a··proximate cause, the act or omission complained of must be such that a
person using ordinary care would have foreseen that the event, or some similar event, might
reasonably result therefrom. I understand that there may be more than one pro~te cause of an
event

Patient ltistory
On September 17, 20 10, Mr. Curtis; a 59 year old male, presented to the Christus Saint
Michael H~iU.U emergency deparbneilt complaining of sudden muftl.ed heariilg, balance issues,
nausea-and·feeling·poorly. Mr; Curtis has a history of Lap band (2005) but no history of
br~ or ~a is~u~, hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular or stro.k~-r~latecl issues. Mr.
Curtis does ~ot smoke· and rarely drinks alcohol. He takes a multi vitamin and 8lmgs of aspirin
daily. He denied c~ p~, abnormal pain, headache, melena, hmnatochezia, dysuria or
syncope,IniPaJ Vital signs. w~re unremarkable with a blood ptessute of 119173, pulse 51,
t.~m~e 96.4, mea.n. ~ri~J pr_~~e of 8~, Em~ ~ respiratQ.O' ~ate of 16. Mr. ~' speech
was· no:t slurred; he did not present with any stroke related facial or extremity issues. His reflexes
and.~ength.~ all fo~.ex't:r~ties were.-riormal. He had. no problem communicating with the
· emergency departinent Staft' ~d :Physici~.

Lab wolk ~ o.-dered ~d reported. On ad!nission, his cholesterol was 146 and
triglycerides were 38. Other lab work that I reviewed was ·within norJilallimits. Several imaging
studies were orde~ and perfon;ned While Mr. Curtis was iii the emergency department. A chest
x-ray, carotid DQppler exam, MRI ofthe brain, MRA of the head, and CT of the brain were all
· n~gative ex~pt for the id~ntifi~~tic;m of a trfg~minai atW1J' on the ~ oftlte head. The carotid
Doppler duplex exam report noted that neither the right nor left vertebral ~~s could be
identified. The chest x-ray demonstrated prior granulomatous disease, but was otherwise
norinal. ACTA of. the head and neck was ordered and performed early the next morning. Mr.
Curtis was screened by a teleneurologist in the emergency department. All of Mr. Curtis'
neurological evaluations were noted to be normal. Initial diagnosis was heat stroke related. Mr.
Curtis was admitted for observation to the Certified Primary Stroke Unit at Christus Saint
Michael Hospital under their stroke protocol. Dr. James Urbina, a hospitalist, was the attending
physician.
The CTA of the head and neck was performed the morning of 9/18/2010 and revealed a
which communicates with the basilar artery at the level of the siphon.
The basilar artery proximal to this level is relatively hypo-plastic. The left vertebral artery is
quite small throughout its length but is faintly patent. The right vertebral artery is somewhat
larger but still relatively hypoplastic. Thes~ results are of concern regarding Mr. Curtis'
symptoms and condition.

pe~istent trigeminal artery
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Dr. Ur~ina evatua~ Mr. Curtis' condition &lld.made the diagnosis of Benign Proximal
Positional Verpgo. On 9/1812010, Dr. Urbina performed the Dix•Hallpik maneuver on Mr. Curtis
to reposition the crystals in bis ears. The Dix-Halipntm~euver which consists ofl'q)eated rapid
significant torsion, bending; flexing, ·extending and:iohiting Mr. Curtis' neck ~y~es at
. varying angles aid varylng degrees w:as petfoniled;.Afthis point, Mr. CUrtis demo~ated
double vision, blood presstire drop, abnotmal Vital Signs, vomiting, and additional.lieariiig issues.
Urbina proceeded to have Mr. Curtis do the Epley ~euver after the Dix-Hallpik w.as
performed. Like the Dix-Hallpik, the Epley maneuv:e~. involved the physical' manipulation of Mr.
Curtjs' neck. Mr. Curtis di<t not reijl~li~ favQrably to:tliese procedures. Dr. Maliks neurologist
was consulted on the afternoon of 9/18/2010. Dr. Malilt diagnosed Mr. Curtis with a btaiilStem
stroke. Cardioloaf was also consulted, but did not ijnd.any additioiUil significant issues. Mr.
Curtis was dischai'ged from. Cbristus Saint Michael Ho.8pital oi;l9/20/l010.

or.

An :MRI of the brain was ordered by Dr. Freddie Contreras and performed at Advanced
Imaging in Texarkana Texas on 9/23/20 10, three days after Mr. Curtis was discharged from
Ghristus Saint Mic\lael ~o8pital' s Certified Primary S~roke Unit. This MRI compared to the 1viRI
performed at Cbristus Saint Michael.Hospital on 9/17/2010 revealed regions of sub acute
infarction in the inferior pons consistent with·a·brainstem stroke. A subseq~ent cerebral
angiogrtUn was performed at UT Southwestern in Dallas, Texas. This angiogram report, dated
10/1 5!201 0, revealed·tliat Mr. CurtiS in ·addi~on to haVing suffered a brainstem stroke had
exp~rienced a complex basfiar artery dissection.

Audiology reports from Collom & Carney Clinic confirm that Mr. Curtis has suffered
severe hearing loss. Asleep study ·performed ~Jt ~~vanced Pulino~~ ~d Sleep S9lutions
in<Ucates that Mr. Curtis is now suffering from sleep apnea as a result of his cerebral
'
compronuse.
Stizndortls of Care
MJ;. Curtis presented with neurological complaints and x:adiology confinned an abnonnal
cerebrovascular- anatomy. The re·(evan.t ·standatds of care for a-pliysician taking: care of such a
patient requjre that ·the= physician not peifotm ·the Dix-Hallpilc and Epley m&Aeuvers under any
circumstances. Su~h maneuvers were contrain~cated given Mr. Curtis' cerebrovascular
anatomy.

The relevant standards of care for a hospital caring for complex neurological patients
·such as Mr. Curtis require· that the hospital staff its facility with adequately trained healthcare
prQviders capable of recognizin~ and ~eating such patients. Minimal standarcJs Qf c~e require
tmlt abospitQI ~ating p~tients with comyjlex neurolqgical issues have ·an on"site neurologist
available full time to asse.ss and treat patients presenting with neurological issues such as hearing
loss, unstable balance and abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy. Moreover, minimal. standards of
care require that the hospital caring for patients with complex neurological problems must have,
and enforce, policies and procedures to assure that Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuver are not
performed on patients with neurological complaints and documented abnormal cerebrovascular
anatomy.
· Violations oftlte Standard of Care

My review of the medical records related to Mr. Curtis's treatment leads me to conclude
that based on reasonable medical probability, Dr. James Urbina and Christus Saint Michael
Hospital fell below the applicable standards of care in their treatment of Mr. Curtis.
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SpC9ificmly, Dr. James Urbina fell below the minimal standards of care by performing
tre Dix-Hallpik ~d Epley maneuvers on.fvlt. Curtis. Given Mr. Curtis' neurological cOmplaints
and abnormal cerebrovascular atja~omy, such maneuvers ·were contraindicated.

t:
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Christus S$t Michael Hos,pital likewise fell below the standards of care by fai)jrig to staff
its facflity with Edequately trained healthcare prOViders capable of recognizing ahd treating Mr.
Curtis. The hospital fiilled to have an on-site neurologist available full time to assess and treat
Mr. Curtis' neurol~gical issues such as hearing loss, unstable balance and abnormal
cerebrovascular anatomy. In ~dditio~ if an onSite neurologist w~ not avaiia~l~ for consultation,
a neqrology coilSUlt.should have been obwned·from the telenelirologist regarding the
cerebrovascular abnormality Mr. Curtis demonstrated prior to Dr. Urbina prefonning any neck
manipulation. M'01:eove~, the hospital violated JDinirit.al stalldards of care by fulling to have, and
enfc;»rce, written policies and procedures to assure that Dix-Hallpik and Epley mane\lver are not
P.~IDled on Mr. C~s, given his neutological9omplaints and documented abnormal
cerebrovascular anatomy.
Christus Saint :Michael Hospital staffed its facility with Dr. Vrbina, a physician that was
inadequ~~ely trained to treat patients presenting with complicated neurological issues, and a
nursblg staltin its Certifi~ ~ Stroke ~t that was not properly trained to intervene after

Mr. Curtis ~enced a sip.ifieQJlt n~urological event.

I
I

Under the definitions listed above, I must conclude that Dr. James Urbina ~d Christps
~~ ~~lt.a~ ~sp~tal were negligent in the~ tr~ttnent and care of Mr. Curtis.

t:

Approp;iate Patlent Care
Dr.James Urbina should have not subjected Mr. Curtis' head· or neck to any sudden
movcment, torsio~ bending, tlexi9~ extensiQn, or rotation given Mr. Curtis' neurological
complaints and ~normal c.~r~brQ~~c;ul.~ ~~omy. Und~r no circ~tances should the DixHallpik or Ep.ley maneuvers have· been p~rformed. The Hospital shoij).d have had ~ written policy
Pf9W..bi~.the same.. App~·~priate.~dards of car.e.required Dr, JtliD.~ lJrb~ to cqusult ~th
n~l~gy.for ev8l:t:~.~~~n of:~e. ~~re~ov~~~ iSsu~. that Were demoristtated on :rvmA and
erA. Likewise, Christus S~t Michael Hospital should have had an onsite neuroiogist, rather
than the inadeqmtely·trained ~taft'; available to assess 8n~ treat Mr. Curtis' neurological issues.
A neurologist would have the training to ~derstand and properly address Mr. Curtis' issues.

Causation and Damages
The-principle of injury 4tvolved regarding the verte.bral artery is due to the anatomy of this
artery which is vulnerable to stretching, compression, or torq~ing injury as it curves around the
atlas; This artery c~es its direction from a vertical to a horizontal path and is therefore very
likely susceptibie to injury from rotation and extension.
Because of Mr. Curtis' abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy that was identified on the CTA
scan the morning of9/18/2010 while in Christus Saint Michael Hospital on their Certified
Primary Stroke Unit, the treQ.tment consisting of the Dix-Hallpik and the Epley maneuvers were
contraindicated, dangerous; and very risky.
During the Dix-Hallpik maneuver, Mr. Curtis suffered classical stroke symptoms of
double vision, blood pressure drop, acute hearing loss, vomiting, dizziness, and vital sign
compromise. These symptoms, more likely than not, corresponded with the timing ofhis
brainstem infarct and his complex basilar artery dissection at the anterior inferior cerebellar
artery (AICA) junction. Based on reasonable medical probability, this is when Mr. Curtis
infarcted his brainstem and the dissection occurred. After the initial acute neurological event, Dr.

i.,_
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James·Urbina CQDtiolled witb another contraindi~ ·procedure and performed tl;le Epley
maneuver on Mr. Curtis. It is· clear that. these m~vers consisting or rapid ~d repeated
sigilificalit torsion, bending, ~pg, extending and rotating Mr. Curtis' neck~any times at
varying angles and varying degrees subjected Mr. Curtis' amormal cerebrQva$~ldar BlUltomy to
extreme trl\Qma and ~s. Ute torsion, bending, fl~g, extending, and rotatlng..ofMr. Curtis'
neck dming these procedures caused his b~ to infarct and caused a tear that resulted in a
complex dissection of his basilar artery at the AICA junction.

Mr. Curtis has extremely small hypoplastic right and left vertebral arteries ~two thirds
ofhis proximai basilar artery is markedly diminish~ in ~r at the junction where the · ·
vertebral arteries join the b~ar .artery. These abnormal hypoplastic vertebral arteries and the
<Uminished diameter basilai' ·artery are abnormal and are not as pli.able and do not tlex or stretch
likt; n9rmal ~ vertebral arteries when stressed. The severe rapid and repeated neck
movements Mr. Curtis experien~ed dqring the ;p~..Hallpikand Epley maneuvers caused extreme
trauma and stress on his abnormal cerebrovascuJar &:nat~y. Because Mr. Curtis'
cerebrovascular anatomy was abnormal, he did not toierate the trauma and stress of these
procedures and as a result, the·se procedures caused his brainstem to infarct a,nd caused a tear or
dissection of his basilar artery at the AICAjunction restllting in significant permanent hearing
loss.

.!!
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Before Mt. Curtis sUffered his brainstein stroke ~d complex basilar artery dissection, he
had no history or symptoms of any sleep issues. The br~ stroke has caused an alteration in
the upper airway function and tone, thut~re$tdting in UPP.'I' airway obstruction. and Obstructive
Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS).. Mr. Curtis developed insomnia and ·began to have s•gnificant
sleep issues during his stroke recove~y period. It is mo~ likely than qot that Mr. Curtis' sleep
is~es were a direct resul~ of his brainstem stroke and basilar anery dissection. Beyond any
~onable medl9ti prob~bility. Mr.. Curtis' sleeping disordt;r wa~ proximately caused by the
brairtstem stroke and complex basilar artery dissection.
Therefore, it is my expert medical opinion, rendered to a reasonable degree of medical
probabilicy that the above negligt;nfacts and oniissions·ofDr. Urbiria and ChristUs Saint Michael
Hospital each proximately c·atised Mt. Curtis to experi~~e a brainstem stroke and complex
basilar artery dissection and its sequela.
I reserve the right to amend this report as more information becomes avail
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PERSONAL DATA

l .:

PLACE OF BIRTH: COATESVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
MARI~AL STATUS: MARIUED (TERRI)
CHILDREN: ONE (CHISTOPHER ALEXANDER)

EDUCATION

..
!

1989 M.D. UNIVERSilY OF OKLAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
1985 B.S. UNIVERSilY OF OKlAHOMA, NORMAN
1981 H.S. COATESVIl-LE AREA SENIOR HICH
i:(;
~

l·

i

POSTGRADUATE TRAINING AND FELLOWSHIP APPOINTMENTS

r
1999-2000 STANFORD SCHOOL OF SLEEP MEDICINE,
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
1993-1 996 FELLOW, PULMONARY DISEASE AND CRITICAL CARE
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
1992-1993 INTERNAL MEDICINE CHIEF RESIDENT
UNIVE.RSITY OF OKlAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
1.9~~-1 ~9~

-~~~tpg~-~Y.. ~-Q.MBJN~P._INT~~~~~ .M~ICI NE/_f'EDl~IRICS

UNIVERSilY OF OKLAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

;
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:.·~I<LAHO~A CITY," OKLAHOMA
1989-1990 INTERNSHIP, COMBINED INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS
UNtVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA H&\LTH SCIENCES CENTER
OKLAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA

. LIC.ENSES
OKLAHOMA

TEXAs
ARKANSAS
SPECIALTY C~RTIFICATION

.

AM~RICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE (DIPLOMAT) 1993-Present
AME~.I.CAN BOARD OF PEDIATRICS (DIPLOMAT) .

1993-2000
AMERiCAN·BeARD OF INTERNAl MEDICINE, PULMONARY DISEASE
(PII~[OMAT) 1996-Present:
AMERICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE. CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE
(DiPLOMAT) 1997-Prese·nt
AMERICAN BOARD OF SLEEP MEDICINE (DIPLOMAT) 2002-Present

...
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HONORS

1998 & 2000
1994-1996
1993
1993
1993
1990-1993

OUTSTANDING FACILITY AWARD AHEC SOUTHWEST
LERNER HINSHAW NIH FELLOWSHIP CRANT
WilliAM W. RUCKS AWARD
PEADIAi-RICS· OUTS"fANE>ING TEACHER AWARD
APPOINTED MEMBER, INTERNAL MEDICINE CLINICAL
(:.PM.P.~ENC'f COMMITIEE .. _. . . _.... ..
APPOINTED MEMBER, INTERNAL MEDICINE HOUSESTAFF

.

PDVI$9RV COMNrnEE
APIUNTED MEMBER, PRDV05T'.S TASK FORCE ON
S11JCEIJf/P.EDIOfHT tEALTit. OU Ht:ALlH SOENCES
. CENTER CA MPtJS

1900-1911

1987-1988

J:'PPONTED Ma.tBEA, DEAN'S mJDENT ADVISORY
OONMRTEE

i984-1987

ASSOCIATION BlACK PEI&lN~l HIGH ACADBdiC
ACHIE\JEFallNT AWAPD
ROXIE scon SCiOlORSHIP
DEAWS HONOR ROll (CONSSfENTLY)
CDJ\TES'*ILLf AREA SE t~IO ll HIGH SCHOOL COM NliNTTV

1984-1985
·1~82-1985

1981

ScHOLORSHIP

I-IGH SCHOOL NATIONAL HON:ll SOCIID
W'OMAR'S l.EI\Cl£ FOR Ml Namf EDUCAllctl
SCHCJLARSH II'

JgSl
1~81

-

PAOFISSIDNM. APPOirfntENTS
DlRECTOil Of .SlEEP tAll, WADLEY MBl lt:Al CBITEf.
JUNE/2001 - 2004
INTERNM MEOICINE 5EOION CHIEF- ST. NICHAELS HOSPITAL
1999-2001

INfERNJd.. MEDICINE SECTION CHIEf-WADlEY REGIONAL
HOSPITAL
JANUARY 2001-2 ooq

DIRECTOR OF CARDaOPUlM:lNARV ~ECTION, WADID'
R~DNA.L NE DICAL UtiTEl

2003

JANUAR~

199:1 - 5e ~te mber

..:
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BILLY D PARSONS, M.D. ·..
2604 ST. MICHAEL DRJVESTE425
TEXARKANA, TEXAS 75503

ROBERT PARHAM, M.D.
1902 MOO~ LANE
TEXARKANA, TEXAS 75503

!.

MARTiN WELCH, M.D.
P.O. BOX 26901, ROOM 3SP-400
OKLAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA 73190

BARRY A. GRAY, M.D.
P.O. BOX 26901, ROOM 3SP-400
OKLAHOMA CI)Y, OKLAHOMA 73190
BRENT R. BROWN, M.D.
P.c;>. BOX 26901, ROOM 3SP-400
OI,<LAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA 73190

'
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DOUGLAS P. FINE, M.D.
P.O. BOX 26901, ROOM 4SP-120
OKLAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA 73190
JOHN COZART, M.D.
1. 820 CALLARIA OAKS DRIVE
TEXARKANA, TX 75503
PAUL SARNA, M.D
HEALTH CARE EXPRESS
3515 RICHMOND ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75 503
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EXPERT OPINION OF LEE'M..BUONO, MD

th~. ~port is written at the request of The Oirard;s La.w Firm ·and is written in order to
complY. ~lt& -Texas Civil practices & Remedies Code. 74.325. I have been informed that
subsectioit·(k) ofthe statute provides that an Cll:pettopinion prepared under this law is not
admissible in eviden~ by any party; shall not be used in a dqJOsition, trial, or other proceeding;
and shall not be referred to by any De(endant during the course of any proceeding in this case.
AI1 opinions ·expressed herein ~ based upon reasonable medical probability.
Materials Reviewed
I have reviewed the medical care given to William C. Curtis by James Urbina, MD at
Christus Saint. Michael Hospital (Certified Primary StrQke Center) in Texarkana, Te:talS. In
addition, I have reviewed related patient studies from UT SOuthwestem iil Dallas Texas, Collom
& Carney Clinic, Advanced Imaging, and Advanced Pulmonary and Sleep Solutions in

Texarkana, Texas.

QuaJVicntions
I am. a board-certified neurosurgeon, licensed to practice medicine in the State ofNew
Jersey. I received the M.D. degree in 1997 from the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, PA
and -was Cum Laude; AOA. Thereafter, from 1997 to 2003, I completed a neurosurgery
~dency pro~ at Tho~ Jefferso~ Universi~·~ospital. where my tnUning included 1 year
dedicated to ceiebrovaseular &Jld interventional tndning with Robert H. Rosenwasser. I have
been engaged in the full-tit)le practice of neurosurg~ for the past 11 years. I currently maintain
a very active neurosurgery. p~~ti~~ and~ affiliate4·with Capital Health System in Trenton,
NeW Jersey. I routinely ca.re for patients who have tuid/ot:may be experiencing cerebrovascular
issues such as stroke. I am·fiuniliar with the staffing·rectUitementS and:polic~es-and procechttes
required ofhosp.itals trea.tUlg patients with neurolo!ical. complaints. I am intlm~tely familiar
with.the.manners in which:prud~nthospitals should address the needs· of-patients suffering from
and/ot 1lt risk for stroke.
Throughout my career, I have routinely cared for patients presenting with complicated
neurological js~~, incJudi,ng pati~rtts with known neurological issues ~uch.as ~ke and other
unknown n~~ological ~d cerebrovascular issues. ~ h11ve cared for ~u.ch patients in the BR
setting, in the hospital setting on~ such patients have been admitted, and in the office setting. I
haVe routin~ly .Sl.lpervi.sed nurse~ in the care of s·uch patients-. Specifically; I care for.patfents
such as Mr. Cw'tis whose complaint was muffled hellfing, unsteady balance, r:tau~ea and feeling
po~rly after bencllng his neck while workfng under a deck at hi~ lJ!ke c_abin. As a neurosurgeon, I
am often C1llled up_pn to prefprm interventional procedures on patients presenting with symptoms
such as Mr. Curtis presented with. I evaluate such patients routinely, order and interpret
appropriate lab w01k ~d diagnostic imaging studies such as~, MRA, CT, and CTA. I am
currently, engaged in full time neurosurgical practice in New Jersey. Prior to my move to New
JerSey in 2010, I was engaged in full·time·neurosurgical practice in Texas. I am·fumiliar with the
standards of care for physicians .caring. for patients exhibiting the signs and symptoms of Mr.
Curtis, both in the office practice and in a hospital setting. My cuniculwn vita is attached hereto
and further outlines my educations, training and experience.
All opinions expressed in this report are based on reasonable medical probability.
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Texas Legal Definitions
I understand that with respect to physicians in Texas, "negligenc~'-m~ans the failure to
use ordinary care; that is, dojng thatwhi9lt a .physician ofo~inary pmdcmce would 'not have
done under the saDie or similar circlliilSt$1ce~; or failing to do that which a physician of ordinary
prudence would have done under the same or similar ciro~s. ·
I understand that with respect to hospitals in Texas, "negligence" means the failure to use
ordinary care; that is, doing. that which a hospital of ordinacy p~ence would not have; done
un4er the same or similar circumstances; or failing to do that which ahospital of ordinary_
prud~nce would have done under the same .or similar circumstances.
I understand that in Texas, "proximate cause, ~IUlS that c.a~e which, in a natural and
oontinuous sequence, prOduces an e'\Tent, and without which cause such event would not have
occmred. In order to be a proximate caus~, the act or omission ~mplained of must be such that a
pemon using ordinary care. would- have :for~seen that the even.t, or some similar event, might
reasonably result therefrom. I understand that there may be more than one proXimate cause of an
event~

Patient Histozy
On September 17,2010, Mr. Curtis, a 59 year old male, presented to the Christus Sa.ilit
Michael Ho$i)ital em~rgeney d~artmept compl~g ofsudden·mliffled hearing, balance issues,
nausea and feeling poorly. Mr. Curtis has a hi$tocy of Lap band {2005) but no history of
breathing or insomnia Issues, h~rtensiQn, diabetes, cardiovascular or stroke-related issues. Mr.
Curtis does not :smoke and rareJy drinks alcohol. He takes a multi Vitamin and 8lmgs of aspirin
daily. He d~ed chest pain, abnormal pain, headache., melena, ·hematochezia, dysuria or
syncope. Initial vi~ -~i~ ~re um~rnark~Jble with .a. blood ptessute of 119n3; pulse 51'
temperature-96.4, mean arterial pressure of 88, and a respiratory rate of 16. Mr. Curtis' speech
)W$,.not ~lllt.rOO; he.did ilOt.pres~nt with. any ·sttoke related facial or. extremity is~. His reflexes
and.stren~.ip-all.four extremities -were n·oinial..He had no.proble01 communicating with the
emergency department sta.ff~d physicians.

Lab work w~ 91:d.ered and repQ~. On admissio;n, b.js cholesterol was 146 and
triglycerides were 38. Other lab work that. I reviewed was within nonnallimits. Several imaging
studies were ordered and perfonned while Mr. Curtis was in the emergency department A chest
xRray, carotidDoppl~r e~ Jv1Rlofthe brain, MRA of~ he~ m:td CTof~~e brain were all
negative except for the i®nti6.P~tiof:l of a ~lge~nal artecy on the :MBA of the head. The carotid
Doppler duplex exam repOrt noted th~t neitb.e_r the right nor left vcmehral arties could :be
identified. The chest x~ray 4emonstr~ted prior granulomatous disease, but was otherwise
normal. ACTA of the head and neck was ordered and performed the morning of9/18/2010. Mr.
Curtis was screened by~ teleneurolqgist in the emergency department on 9/17/2010. All of Mr.
Curtis' neurological evaluations were noted to be normal. Initial diagnosis was heat stroke
related. Mr. Curtis was admitted for observation to the Certified Primary Stroke Unit at Christus
Saint-Michael Hospital under their stroke-protocol. Dr. James Urbina, ahospitalist; was the
attending physician.
The CTA of the head and neck.was.performed tre morning of9/-1.8/20 1.0 and.revatled a
persistent trigeminal artery which communicates with the basilar artery at the level of the siphon.
The basilar artery proximal to this lev~l is relatively hypoRplastic. The left vertebral artery is

.l

quite small throughout its length but is faintly patent. The right vertebral artery is_-somewhat
larger but still relatively hypoplastic. These results are of cmcern regarding Mr.:~'
symptoms and condition. ·.:
·
..

.
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Dr. Urbina evaluated Mr. Curtis' condition and ma4e the diagnosis of Benign Proximal
Positional Vertigo. On9/18/2010, Dr. Urbina performed theDix•HallpikmaneuveronMr. Curtis
to reposition the crystals in his ears. The Dix-Hallpik maneuver whim consists of repeated rapid
significant torsion, bending, flexing, extendiq and rotating Mr. C\lrtis' neck many" times at
v. .gangles and varying degrees was performed. At this point, Mr. Curtis demonstrated
double vision, blood pressure drop, abnormal vital signs, vomiting, and additional hearing issues.
Dr. Urbina proceeded to have Mr. Curtis do the Epley maneuver after the ~-Hailpik was
performed. Like the J)jx...Hallpik, the Epley maneuver invo~~ the physical man!pulation of Mr.
~s' neck. Mr. Curtis did.not respond favorably to these procedures. Pr. Malik, neurologist
was oonsulted on the afternoon of 9/18/2010. Dr. Malik diagnosed Mr. Curtis with his brainstem
~ke. C~diology was also. consulted, but did not find any additio~ significant issues. Mr.
Curtis was discharged from Christus Saint Micllael Hospital on 9/20/lO 10.
·
An iviRI was ordered by Dr. Freddie Contreras and performed at Advanced Imaging in
Texarkana Texas.on 9/23/').0 10, tlu'ee ~ys_ EJfter Mr. Curtis was discharged from Christus Sai:Dt
Mic:hael Hospital's Certified Primary Stroke Unit This MRI compared to the MRI performed at

Christus Saint Michael Hospital on 9/17/2010 revealed regions of sub acut~ ir$'ction in the

~OJ.: pons consistent with a brainstem stroke. A subsequent cerebral angiogram was

performed at UT Southwestern in Dallas, Texas. This angiogram ~port, dated 10/15/20 10,
revealed that Mr. Curtis in addition to having suffered a brainstem stroke, had experienced a
eomplex basilar artery dissection.
Audiology reports from Collom & Carney Clinic confirn) that Nb:. Curtis has suffered
severe hearing loss. A sleep study performe4 at Advanced Pulmonary and Sleep Solu.tions by
Dr. Christopher Bailey indicates that Mr. Curtis is now suffering from sleep apnea as a res~t of
his cerebral compromise.

Standards ofCare
I\.{r. Curtis presented with neurological complaints and radiology confirmed an abnonnal

cerebrovascular anatomy. The relevant standard$ of care for a physician taking care of such a
patient require that the physician not perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers under any
circumstances. Such maneuvers were contraindicated given Mr. Curtis' cerebrovascular
anatomy.

The relevant standards of care for a hospital caring for complex neurological patients
such as Mr. Curtis require that the hospital staff its facility with adequately trained healthcare
providers capable of recognizing and treatjng such patients. Minimal standards of care require
that a hospital treating patients with complex neurological issues have an on-site neurologist
available full time to assess and treat patients presenting with neurological issues such as hearing
loss, unstable balance and.abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy. In addition,-.if an onsite
neurologist was not available for consultation, a neurology consult could have been obtained
from the teleneurologist regarding the cerebrovascular abnormality Mr. Curtis demonstrated
prior to· Dr.-Urbina preforming any neck manipulation. Moreover; minimal standards of care
require that the hospital caring for patients with complex neurological ptoblems must have and
enforce, policies and procedures to assure that Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuver are not

performed on patients with neurological complaints and documented abnormal cerebrovascul~r
anatomy.
·
···

V"wlations ofthe StJuulard of Care
My review of the medical records related to Mr. Curtis's treatment leads· me to conclude
that b~ed on reasonable medical probability, Dr. James Urbina and Christns Saint Michael
Hospital fell below the applica~le standards of care .in their treatment of Mr. Curtis.
Specifically, Dr. James Urbina fell below the minimal standards of care by performing
the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuv~rs on Mr. -Curtis. Given Mr. Curtis' neurological cbmp taints
and abnotmal cerebrovascular anatomy, such maneuvers were contraindicated.
Cbristus Saint Michael Hospital likewise fell below the standards of care by taiUng to staff
its facility with ~dequ~ly trAined healthcare providers capable of recognizing ~d treating Mr.
Curtis. The hospital failed to have an on-site neurologist available flill time to assess and treat
Mr. Curtis~ neurological issues such as hearing loss, unstable balance and abnormal
cerebrovascular anatomy.. Iv,to~over, the hospital violated minimal standards of care by failing
to hav~, an4 enforoe, written policies ~d procedutes to as.sure tbat Dix-Hallpik and Epley
maneqyer are iiot performed of:i Mf. Curti~, given his neurological complaints and documented
abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy.
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CJiristus Saint Michael Hospital staffed its facility with Dt. Urbina, a phy~ician that was
inadequately trained to treat patients presenting with complicated neurological issues, and a
nursing staff in its Certified Primary Stroke Unit that was not properly trained to intervene after
Mr. emus experimced asignificant neurologic&~ ev~t.
Under the definitions li.sted.above, i must conclude that Dr. James Urbina and Christus
Saint Michael Hospital were negligent in their treatment and care of Mr. Curtis.

App;op;iliJe PatienlCare
Dr. James Urbina should have not subjected Mr. Curtis' head or neck to any sudden
movement, torsion, b~ding, flexion, e~nsion, or rotation given Mr. Cm1is' neurological
complaints and almonnal cerebrovascular anatomy. Under no circumstances should the DixHallpilt or Epley man~vers have been perfotiiled. The Hospital should have had a written
policy prohibiting the same. Appropri~te standards of care required Dr. James Urbina to consult
with neurology or neurosurgery for evaluation of the cerebrovascular issues that were
demonstrated on MRA and CTA. Likewise, Cluistus Saint Michael Hospi~ should have had an
onsite neurologist, rather than the inadequately trained staff, available to assess and treat Mr.
Curtis' neurological issues. A neurologist would have the training to understand and properly
· address Mr. Curtis' issues.

Causation and Damages
The principle of.injury involved regardjng the vertebral artery is due to the anatomy of this
artery which is wlnemble to stretching, compression, or torquing injury as it curves around the
adas. This artery changes its direction from a vertical to a horizontal path and is therefore very
likely susceptible to injury from rotation-and extension.
Because of Mr. Curtis' abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy that was identified on the CTA
scan the morning of 9/18/2010 while in Christus Saint Michael Hospital on their Certified
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Prlulary S'lroke Unit, 1be treatment-consisting of the Dix..a&npik and the Epley I)18D.e1IWrs were
con.traindi~ dangerous, ai1d very ~ky. :.
.
·
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Durlng the Dix-Hallpik maneu'V¢1", Mr. Curtis sQifered classical stroke symptoms of
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• • · bl. ()ed. _tiA~.,..
ftnlaen~ ~VJo't
~ ~hearing
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•
, :.. .•
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.
t ·and vital SlgD.
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briiDstem iiJfarct B1ld his ~lllPlex basilar artery dissectiqns·the antetior.iliff.dor cenbeDar
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®Cit d\ui:qg diese traumatio p~ caused Mr. Ctirtit"braiilttem infarct and caused a tear
.11iai ~in a compiex &section of'liiS basilar~ at the AICAjliilction.
I

Mr. Curtis has ~mely small hypo'plastic right andl~ ~brat arterles and two thirds
ofhl.s proximal baSilar --~:.JS markedly diminished in di;aietet9.tlhe~GD:where 1he
vorte~ ~~ join·th!:~!Q$1' arttry. 'lliese-abnomlalb~~~~Q verta~ ~es.and the
diminish~ di8inetei' bas~~atten' are abti01'i081 an.d.&fenot·•.proible and· do·not=flex or stretch
like normal sized vertebia,t~eries when stmsed. Tbe s~*- P.t.Pici and:~ted neck
-..:··eneneea
,ft~~"·~ theDix-Hal.t:
ami,... :u~
· · · · ..caused
mov.~menm
.. ·- Mr
_ . cums.
. ~:-·
. ...... ·~..
. ..... ___pik
.. ,....
·~.-~Y.~
: ...·.. tnr:uma
1o Mr. Curtis's abllOrlDai':vertebro.-vMCl)h¢ ana1Qmy -ana ca'llsed ·~ b1'8:ioSfem stroke and a tear or
disse'ction ofthe basilJtraitBry at the AICA junCtion c~ significant permattent ~loss.

L
!

I

t
I

·
Beibte Mr! Curtis:$liffei'ed his btainstem s~ and 09mpl~ b~ a1Wey ~on, he
had no ~ry or sYJllll6ms.of BJ?.Y sleep issueS. Mr. Curtis d.evelopea insomnia an,dbegari to
-.ve signH.icant ~eep is~s. dtniim his stroke recov~ petiQd., Beyand anY reasonable Ji1eclical
probability, Mr. CUrtis' sleeping. 4is9i:der 'Was proxtma1ely caused by the braiQstem stroke and
f;:Gmplex·:b~~ artery·tU~~on.

'l'herefure, it is ·sny·:mtpert medical opinion, rentb:ed to a reasonabl~ degree of. medical
probability that the abOVQ,negligent acts and cm.rls$iol;l8 of Dr. Urbina and ChriStus Saint Michael
Hospital each ~ly ~a~ Mr. Curtis to experien~ a,btalnstem·stroke and complex

basilar artery dissection and its sequala.
I reserve the right to amend this report as more infonnati.on becomes available.
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(/r

FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS

JAMES HUMBERTO URBINA, M.D., and
CHRISTUS HEALTH ARI<LATEX, d/b/a

CHRISTUS ST. MICHAEL HEALTHCARE
SERVICE,
Defendants

SERVING BOWIE COUNTY

MEMORANDUM ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT CHRISTUS ST. MICHAEL'S
MOTION TO DISMISS
On this day, the Court considered Defendant Christus Health Arklatex,
d/b/a Christus St. Michael ("Christus St. Michael) Healthcare Service's Motion to
Dismiss for Failure to File an Expert Report as required by s74.351 Texas Civil
Practices and Remedies Code. The Court, having considered the pleadings, the
arguments of counsel, and the applicable law, finds that the Motion should be
DENIED. The reasons for the Court's ruling are as follows.
I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On September 17, 2010, Plaintiff William Curtis was treated at Christus St.
.Niichael Hospital in Texarkana, Texas. Defendant Dr. James Urbina diagnosed Ivlr.
Curtis with Benign Proximal Positional Vertigo (BPPV), and admitted him to the
Christus St. Michael's Primary Stroke Unit for observation.

Mr. Curtis was

diagnosed and treated by Dr. Urbina and nurses and staff of Christus St. Michael
over the next three days. During that time, Dr. Urbina perfonned the Dix-Hallpik
1

and the Epley maneuvers on Mr. Curtis. Plaintiffs allege that the two procedures
were contraindicated and caused Mr. Curtis to suffer a brainstem stroke and a tom
artery. Mr. Curtis was released on September 20, 2010.
Plaintiffs filed this suit alleging medical negligence on the part of all
Defendants. Defendant Christus filed its Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' claims under
Texas Qvil Practices and Remedies Code s74.351 for failing to file an adequate
expert report
II.
STANDARD OF REVIEW AND APPLICABLE LAW

A. Expert Report Requirements
Section 74.351(a) places the following requirements on a plaintiff in a medical
malpractice case:
In a health care liability claim, a claimant shall, not later than the 120th day
after the date the claim was filed, serve on each party or the party's attorney
one or more expert reports, with a curriculum vitae of each expert listed in
the report or each physician or health care provider against whom a liability
claim is asserted.

The statute goes on to define an ''expert report'' as a
written report by an expert that provides a fair summary of the expert's
opinions as of the date of the report regarding applicable standards of care,
the manner in which the care rendered by the physician or health care
provider failed to meet the standards, and the causal relationship between
that failure and the injury, harm, or damages claimed.

Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code s74.351(r)(6).
In American Transitional Care Centers of Texas, Inc. v. Palacios, 46 S.W.3d

873 (Tex. 2001), the Supreme Court discussed the requirements for a sufficient expert
report
2

!

The statute defines an expert report as "a written report by an expert that
provides a fair summary of the expert's opinions . . . regarding applicable
standards of care, the manner in which the care rendered ... failed to meet
the standards, and the causal relationship between that failure and the injury,
harm or damages claimed.
ld. at 877. Moreover,
In setting out the expert's opinions on each of those elements, the report must
provide enough information to fulfill two purposes if it is to constitute a
good-faith effort First, the report must inform the defendant of the specific
conduct the plaintiff has called into question. Second, and equally important,
the report must provide a basis for the trial court to conclude that the claims
have merit . . . A report that merely states the expert's conclusions about
the standard of care, breach, and causation does not fulfill these two
purposes.

ld. at879. In addition,
Identifying the standard of care is critical: whether a defendant breached his
or her duty to a patient cannot be determined absent specific information
about what the defendant should have done differently.
Id. at 880. Finally,
If a bial court determines that an expert report does not meet these statutory
requirements and the time for filing a report has passed, it must then dismiss
with prejudice the claims against the defendant who has challenged the
report

Id. at877.
Consequently, a proper expert report must satisfy four requirements. First, it
must be written by a qualified expert.

Second, the report must identify the

applicable standard of care. Third, it must identify the "manner in which the care
rendered ... failed to meet the standards," including "specific information about
what the defendant should have done differently." Finally, the report must identify
"the causal relationship between that failure and the injury, harm, or damages
claimed." Moreover, "a report that merely states the expert's conclusions about the
3

standard of care, breach, and causation does not" meet the requirements of the
statute. Id. at879.
In the present case, the Defendants raise the following objections to Plaintiff's

Experts' report
1. That all three of Plaintiff's expert reports fail to adequately identify the
standard of care applicable to CHRISTUS, its nurses or its staff;
2 That all three of Plaintiff's expert reports to state the factual basis that was
relied upon in coming to the conclusion that a deviation from the standard of
care occurred;

3. That all three of Plaintiff's expert reports failed to adequately address
causation; specifically, the reports failed to provide an explanation of the
causal relationship between the alleged failure of CHRISTUS, its nurses, or its
staff to adhere to accepted standards of care the alleged injury Plaintiffs
suffered; and

4. That because all three of Plaintiff's expert reports are merely identical
verbatim documents they cannot reflect the true individual opinions of any
one doctor, and therefore do constitute expert reports as defined by Chapter
74, Texas Civil Practices and Remedies Code.
B.

Do the expert reports satisfy the statutory requirements?
Plaintiff's expert reports essentially identify the following standards of care

applicable to physicians such as Dr. Urbina and facilities such as Christus St.
Michael:
1. No doctor should ever perform the Dix·Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a
patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms.
2. No medical facility should ever grant privileges to any doctor who would
perform the Dix·Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a patient presenting with
Plaintiff's symptoms.
3. If a medical facility grants staff privileges to a doctor who would perform the
Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a patient presenting with Plaintiff's
symptoms, then the medical facility should have written policies prohibiting
4

physicians on staff &om every performing the Dix-Hallpik or Epley
maneuvers on a patient presenting with Plaintiffs symptoms, and the
medical facility should have a neurologist on staff who knows better than to
perform the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a patient presenting with
Plaintiff's symptoms so that the neurologist can consult with the treating
physician to inform him not to perform the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers
on a patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms.
With respect to the breach of the standard of care element, Plaintiffs experts assert
1. Dr. Urbina fell below the minimum standards of care by performing the DixHallpik or Epley maneuvers on Plaintiff in view of his condition upon
presenbnent
2. Christus St Michael fell below the minimum standards of care by failing to
staff its facility with a doctor who knew not to perform the Dix-Hallpik or
Epley maneuvers on Plaintiff in view of his condition upon presentment.
3. Alternatively, Christus St Michael fell below the minimum standards of care
by failing to staff its facility with a neurologist or by failing to make a
teleneurologist available who would know not to perform the Dix-Hallpik or
Epley maneuvers on Plaintiff in view of his condition upon presentment
4. Finally, Christus St Michael fell below the minimum standards of care by
failing to have and enforce, written policies and procedures to assure that the
Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers are not performed on a patient presenting
with the complaints presented by Plaintiff.
... ·

When identifying what Christus St Michael should have done differently as it
relates to the standard of care, Plaintiff's experts assert
1. Dr. Urbina should not have performed the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers
on a patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms.
2. Christus St Michael should have staffed its facility with a doctor who knew
better than to perform the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a patient
presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms, or it should have had an onsite
neurologist who knew better than to perform the Dix-Hallpik or Epley
maneuvers on a patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms so that the
neurologist could have consulted with Dr. Urbina to inform him not to
perform the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a patient presenting with
Plaintiff's symptoms.

5

3. Cluistus St Michael should have had written policies prohibiting physicians
on staff from every performing the Dix-Hallpik or Epley maneuvers on a
patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms.
Finally, with respect to causation, Plaintiffs experts assert that
1. The basilar artery at the AICA junction is vulnerable to stretching,
compression, or torquing injury as it curves around the atlas. 'Ibis artery
changes its direction from a vertical to a horizontal path and is therefore very
likely susceptible to injury from rotation and extension.
2. Plaintiff had an abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy, and because of this
anatomy, the Dix-Hall.pik and Epley maneuvers were contraindicated,
dangerous and very risky.

3. Owing the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers, which consist of rapid and
repeated significant torsion, bending, flexing, extending and rotating
Plaintiff's abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy was subjected to extreme
trauma and stress, which caused it to tear.
4. This tear resulted in a complex dissection of his basilar artery at the AICA
junction and a resultant brainstem infarction with significant permanent
hearing loss.
1. Christus St. Michael's Objections to the Expert Reports
Christus St Michael basically has two criticisms of the expert reports: 1) that

they are conclusory and therefore do not sufficiently identify the elements necessary
under s74.351 and 2) that all three reports are verbatim identical and therefore
cannot constitute a fair summary of the experts' opinions. The Court will address
each of these in more detail below.
2. Are the expert reports too conclusory?

Clearly, the reports do not exhaustively state all of the training and care
required of a physician who would satisfy the standard of care requiring the hospital
to adequately staff its facility. Yet, the reports clearly state that Christus St Michael
should have staffed its facility with a physician who had enough training to at least
6

know that he should never perform the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers on a
patient presenting with Plaintiff's symptoms; or provided the physician with a
neurologist who could have told him not to do the maneuvers; and finally that it
should have written procedures prohibiting the use of those maneuvers on patients
with the symptoms presented by Plaintiff. Further, the reports state that Christus' s
failure to do these things breached the standard of care, and that it should have done
the opposite instead. Finally, the reports state in detail how the performance of the
maneuvers on Plaintiff at the time he presented caused the injuries for which he now
complains.
The performance of these maneuvers on Plaintiff is directly at issue in this
case. The expert reports directly link the standard of care, breach of the standard of
care and causation to these maneuvers. Accordingly, Plaintiff's experts' descriptions
of the standard of care, breach, and causation are sufficiently factual to satisfy the
requirements of s74.351.t
3. Does the fact that the reports are verbatim render them insufficient?

Christus St. Michael asserts that the reports cannot constitute a good faith
effort to provide a fair summary of the experts' opinions because they are virtually
identical. Christus St Michael concludes that "one person drafted the substantive

The Court is aware there may be issues regarding whether a medical facility such as Christus St
Michael is legally responsible for supervising the care provided by a physician or directing that
certain treatments be prohibited. Nevertheless, the Court is not required to resolve these issues
at this juncture. As the Supreme Court noted in American Transitional Care Centers v. Palacios,
46 S.W .3d 873, 879 (Tex. 2001), an expert report under s74.351 need not meet the same
requirements as the evidence offered in a summary judgment proceeding or a trial.
Consequently, the only issue at this point is whether the reports provide a good faith effort to
provide a fair summary of the experts' opinions, not whether the opinions stated therein apply
the correct legal standard.
7

statements contained in all three documents," and that" at least two, and possibly all
three physicians simply 'cut and pasted' the statements and opinions of someone

else onto a report whose only original thoughts were the respective physician's
academic credentials in the reports' beginning paragraphs."

Nevertheless, the

appellate courts have held that "in assessing the adequacy of the [expert] report, the

trial court must look only within the four comers of the report, and inferences are
not permitted." Hardy v. Marsh, 170 S.W.3d 865,869 (Tex. App.- Texarkana 2005,
no pet.), citing Bowie Memorial Hospital v. Wright, 79 S.W.3d 48, 52-53 (Tex. 2002),
and American Transitional Care Ctrs. v. Palacios, 46 S.W.3d 873, 878 (Tex. 2001).
Thus, the Court may not engage in the kind of inferences offered by Christus St
Michael
Yet, even if the Court could indulge in such inferences, they do not
necessarily negate the reports' validity. Christus St Michael has not directed the
Court to any authority, and the Court has found none, which holds that an expert is
required to actually sit at the keyboard and type the information himself or dictate
the report to a typist so that the words therein belong exclusively to the expert Nor
has the Court seen any authority holding that an expert is required to ensure that his
report is unique from reports of other experts. Preparation of litigation materials,
such as discovery and affidavits, are generally collaborative efforts between
attorneys on the one hand and their clients and witnesses on the other. While the
drafting process generally involves such collaboration, the witness has to be able to
approve it in its final form as a correct statement of his or her testimony and
opinions and will not sign off on the document unless it is accurate.
8

Regardless of their identical nature, all three reports contain the signatures of
the Plaintiffs' experts verifying the accuracy of the information contained therein.
The question is not whether the final reports are too similar, but whether they
constitute a good faith effort to provide a fair summary of the experts' opinions. For
the reasons stated above, the reports accomplish that goal.2

m.
CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that Christus St. Michael's
Motion to Dismiss should be, and the same is hereby, DENmD.

Signed this

.Li:..~y of Ap-r/

.2013.

1

In Certified EMS. Inc. v. Potts, 392 S.W.3d 625 (Tex. 2013), the Supreme Court held that "an
expert report that adequately addresses at least one pleaded liability theory satisfies the statutory
requirements, and the bial court must not dismiss in such a case." The Court has found that the
expert reports satisfy the statutory requirements as to at least one theory alleged by Plaintiffs,
and therefore, satisfies the statutory requirements as to aU causes of action.

9
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·· SUBCHAPTER H. PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS
Sec. 74.351.

EXPERT REPORT.

(a)

In a health care liability

claim, a claimant shall, not later than the 120th day after the date
the original petition was filed, serve on each party or the party's
attorney one or more expert reports, with a curriculum vitae of each
expert listed in the report for each physician or health care provider
against whom a liability claim is asserted.

The date for serving the

report may be extended by written agreement of the affected
parties.

Each defendant physician or health care provider whose

conduct is implicated in a report must file and serve any objection to
the sufficiency of the report not later than the 21st day after the
date it was served, failing which all objections are waived.
(b)

If, as to a defendant physician or health care provider, an

expert report has not been served within the period specified by
Subsection (a), the court, on the motion of the affected physician or
health care provider, shall, subject to Subsection (c), enter an order
that:
(1)

awards to the affected physician or health care

provider reasonable attorney's fees and costs of court incurred by the
physician or health care provider;
(2)

and

dismisses the claim with respect to the physician or

health care provider, with prejudice to the refiling of the claim.
(c)

If an expert report has not been served within the period

specified by Subsection (a) because elements of the report are found
deficient, the court may grant one 30-day extension to the claimant in
order to cure the deficiency.

If the claimant does not receive notice

of the court's ruling granting the extension until after the 120-day
deadline has passed, then the 30-day extension shall run from the date
the plaintiff first received the notice.
[Subsections (d)-(h} reserved]
(i)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a

claimant may satisfy any requirement of this section for serving an
expert report by serving reports of separate experts regarding
different physicians or health care providers or regarding different
issues arising from the conduct of a physician or health care
provider, such as issues of liability and causation.

Nothing in this

section shall be construed to mean that a single expert must address
all liability and causation issues with respect to all physicians or

http://www.statutes.legis.state. tx. us/Docs/CPlhtm/CP. 74.htm
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health care providers or with respect to both liability and
causation issues for a physician or health care provider.
(j)

Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the

serving of an expert report regarding any issue other than an issue
relating to liability or causation.
(k)

Subject to Subsection (t), an expert report served under

this section:

proceeding;

(1)

is not admissible in evidence by any party;

(2)

shall not be used in a deposition, trial, or other

and
(3)

shall not be referred to by any party during the

course of the action for any purpose.
(1)

A court shall grant a motion challenging the adequacy of an

expert report only if it appears to the court, after hearing, that the
report does not represent an objective good faith effort to comply
with the definition of an expert report in Subsection (r) (6}.
[Subsections (m}-(q) reserved]
(r)

In this section:
{1)

"Affected parties" means the claimant and the

physician or health care provider who are directly affected by an act
or agreement required or permitted by this section and does not
include other parties to an action who are not directly affected by
that particular act or agreement.
(2)

"Claim" means a health care liability claim.

[ ( 3) reserved]
(4}

"Defendant" means a physician or health care provider

against whom a health care liability claim is asserted.

The term

includes a third-party defendant, cross-defendant, or counterdefendant.
(5}

"Expert" means:
(A}

with respect to a person giving opinion testimony

regarding whether a physician departed from accepted standards of
medical care, an expert qualified to testify under the requirements of
Section 74.401;
(B)

with respect to a person giving opinion testimony

regarding whether a health care provider departed from accepted
standards of health care, an expert qualified to testify under the
requirements of Section 74.402;
(C)

with respect to a person giving opinion testimony

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/CP/htm/CP.74.htm
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about the causal relationship between the injury,··
harm, or damages claimed and the alleged departure from the applicable
standard of care in any health care liability claim, a physician who
is otherwise qualified to render opinions on such causal relationship
under the Texas Rules of Evidence;
(D)

with respect to a person giving opinion testimony

about the causal relationship between the injury, harm, or damages
claimed and the alleged departure from the applicable standard of care
for a dentist, a dentist or physician who is otherwise qualified to
render opinions on such causal relationship under the Texas Rules of
Evidence;

or
(E)

with respect to a person giving opinion testimony

about the causal relationship between the injury, harm, or damages
claimed and the alleged departure from the applicable standard of care
for a podiatrist, a podiatrist or physician who is otherwise qualified
to render opinions on such causal relationship under the Texas Rules
of Evidence.
(6)

"Expert report" means a written report by an expert

that provides a fair summary of the expert's opinions as of the date
of the report regarding applicable standards of care, the manner in
which the care rendered by the physician or health care provider
failed to meet the standards, and the causal relationship between that
failure and the injury, harm, or damages claimed.
(s)

Until a claimant has served the expert report and

curriculum vitae as required by Subsection (a), all discovery in a
health care liability claim is stayed except for the acquisition by
the claimant of information, including medical or hospital records or
other documents or tangible things, related to the patient's health
care through:
(1)

written discovery as defined in Rule 192.7, Texas

Rules of Civil Procedure;
(2)

depositions on written questions under Rule 200, Texas

Rules of Civil Procedure;
(3)

and

discovery from nonparties under Rule 205, Texas Rules

of Civil Procedure.
(t)

If an expert report is used by the claimant in the course

of the action for any purpose other than to meet the service
requirement of Subsection (a), the restrictions imposed by Subsection
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report by·any party are waived.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, after

a claim is filed all claimants, collectively, may take not more than
two depositions before the expert report is served as required by
Subsection (a).
Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 204, Sec. 10.01, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
Amended by:
Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 635, Sec. 1, eff. September 1, 2005.
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STATEMENT ON ORAL ARGUMENT
Appellees believe the matter is adequately presented in the Briefs and that the Court
should simply affirm the trial court‘s decision denying the motion to dismiss and overruling the
objections to the expert reports. Should the Court grant oral argument, Appellees respectfully
requests that they be permitted to participate in the argument.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the case: Appellees sued Appellant and others for medical malpractice and seek
damages caused by their negligence.
Course of proceedings and Trial court disposition: On September 14, 2012, Appellees, filed
their Original Petition, Request for Disclosure, and Request for Production in the 5th District
Court of Dallas County, Texas against James Urbina, M.D., CHRISTUS Health Ark-La-Tex
d/b/a CHRISTUS St. Michael Health System (―
CHRISTUS‖) along with three expert reports and
CVs. (CR 4). Appellees alleged that Appellant was both directly and vicariously negligent in its
treatment and care of William Curtis. (CR 4.) Appellees filed their Chapter 74 expert
reports/CVs (from Dr. Khalid Malik, a neurologist, Dr. Christopher Bailey, a critical care,
internal medicine, and pulmonology and sleep medicine physician, and Dr. Lee Buono, a
neurosurgeon) with the Original Petition. (CR 4.)
Appellant filed its objection to the reports but did not assert that the reports were
untimely. (CR 49.) Appellees filed their response to the objection. (CR 59). Appellants filed a
Motion to Dismiss. (CR 62). Appellees filed a response to the Motion to Dismiss. (CR 130).
Appellees filed a Motion to Deem Reports Adequate. (CR 141). Appellants filed a response to
same. (CR 1246).
On April 22, 2013, the Honorable Ralph Burgess overruled the objections. (CR 150.)
Appellant timely filed its Notice of Accelerated Appeal. (CR 159.)

1

ISSUE PRESENTED
1.

Did the Trial Court Properly Exercise Its Discretion by Denying Appellant‘s Motion to
Dismiss Because the Reports Constitute a Good Faith Effort to Comply With the
Requirements of Section 74.351?

2

STATEMENT OF FACTS
As set out in pleadings, on September 17, 2010, Bill Curtis was admitted to Christus St.
Michael Hospital with symptoms of hearing loss, instability, and nausea. At the time of care, Mr.
Curtis was a 59-year old man with no history of stroke. Mr. Curtis was then admitted to Christus
St. Michael Hospital‘s Certified Primary Stroke Unit for observation by Dr. James Urbina. Dr.
Urbina diagnoses Mr. Curtis with Benign Proximal Positional Vertigo (BPPV). Dr. Urbina
performed the Dix-Hallpik maneuver on Mr. Curtis. This was contraindicated. As a result, Mr.
Curtis demonstrated double vision, abnormal vital signs, vomiting, and additional hearing issues.
Dr. Urbina then performed the Epley maneuver. Like the Dix-Hallpik, the Epley maneuver
involved the physical manipulation of Mr. Curtis‘ neck and was also contraindicated. These
maneuvers caused a dissection in a small artery in Curtis‘s neck resulting in a brainstem stroke.

3

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Trial Court did not abuse its discretion by overruling Appellant‘s objections to the
three expert reports. Under settled case law, expert reports are sufficient for purposes of Chapter
74 when they provide a fair summary of the expert‘s opinions regarding the applicable standards
of care, defendant failed to meet the standards, and causation. See Baylor Univ. Med. Ctr. v.
Rosa, 240 S.W.3d 565, 570 (Tex. App. – Dallas 2007, pet. denied) (expert reports are to be read
together). The reports are very detailed and very specific. The Appellant was identified by name
or collectively where appropriate, the experts are qualified by expertise, experience, education,
and knowledge, each individual defendant is linked to the applicable standard of care, each
individual defendant is identified in connection with how that standard was breached, and Drs.
Malik, Bailey, and Buono connect everything together for purposes of causation. All reports
detail the links between the Appellant‘s negligence and William Curtis‘s injuries, and when the
reports are read together, as required, they sufficiently address causation. The trial court
properly concluded that Appellant‘s objections were meritless.
Appellant‘s arguments on appeal are an attempt to impose upon Appellees requirements
that are not part of a Chapter 74 analysis. Appellant states the Chapter 74 reports are deficient
by failing to state CHRISTUS‘s breach of standard of care proximately caused harm to Bill
Curtis. However, each report clearly states, ―
CHRISTUS St. Michael Hospital fell below the
standard of care by failing to staff its facility with adequate trained healthcare providers capable
of recognizing and treating Mr. Curtis. The hospital failed to have an on-site neurologist
available full time to assess and treat Mr. Curtis‘ neurological issues….‖ The reports state that
Mr. Curtis‘s abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy was identified on the CTA scan taken while he
was at CHRISTUS St. Michael Hospital in their Primary Stroke Unit. The three reports taken
together, it is obvious that the physical maneuvering of Curtis‘s head and neck would not have
4

been done had Appellant adhered to the standard of care. For this reason, the causation
discussion regarding Dr. Urbina applies equally to Appellants. Appellants‘ disagreement with the
standards of care or conclusions set forth by the experts is not a legitimate basis for challenging
compliance with Chapter 74. With respect to causation, the Appellants demand certainty where
the law only requires an expert to opine to a reasonable degree of medical probability.
Appellee‘s detailed and specific reports easily comply with the standards imposed by section
74.351.
In the alternative, should the Court conclude that the reports are somehow insufficient
under section 74.351, the Court should exercise its authority to grant a thirty-day extension to
cure any deficiencies.
ARGUMENT
A.

Standard of Review

Courts of appeals ―
apply an abuse of discretion standard in reviewing a trial court‘s
decision‖ with respect to Chapter 74 expert reports. See American Transitional Care Ctrs. of
Tex., Inc. v. Palacios, 46 S.W.3d 873, 875 (Tex. 2001); see also Bowie Mem'l Hosp. v. Wright,
79 S.W.3d 48, 53 (Tex. 2002) (―
we review a trial court's decision about whether a report
constitutes a good-faith effort to comply with the Act under an abuse-of-discretion standard‖);
Kelly Ryan Cook, P.A. v. Spears, 275 S.W.3d 577, 579 (Tex. App. – Dallas 2008, no pet.) A trial
court abuses its discretion when it acts arbitrarily or unreasonably without reference to any
guiding rules and principles. Walker v. Gutierrez, 111 S.W.3d 56, 62 (Tex.2003). ―
When
reviewing matters committed to the trial judge‘s discretion, an appellate court may not substitute
its judgment for that of the trial judge.‖ Baylor University Med. Ctr. v. Rosa, 240 S.W.3d 565
(Tex. App. – Dallas 2007, pet. denied). Under section 74.351:
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The reports cannot each be read in isolation, as Appellant suggests by attacking the
reports individually. They must be read together in determining whether the
requirements of Section 74.351 have been met. Rosa, 240 S.W.3d at 570.



The reports collectively must inform the defendant of the specific conduct called into
question and provide a basis for the court to conclude the claims have merit. The reports
are not to be judged by the standards of a summary judgment hearing and are not
required, at this stage of the proceedings, to meet the Daubert/Robinson test for
admissibility at trial. Christian Care Centers, Inc. v. Golenko, 328 S.W.3d 637, 641
(Tex. App. – Dallas 2010, n.p.h.); American Transitional Care Centers of Texas, Inc. v.
Palacios, 46 S.W.3d 873, 879 (Tex. 2001).

At this stage of the proceedings, the expert reports are not to be measured by whether or not they
are trial-worthy. Under Civil Practice & Remedies Code section 74.351:
To constitute a good faith effort to comply with the statutory requirements, an
expert report must inform the defendant of the specific conduct called into
question and provide a basis for the trial court to determine that the claims have
merit. It does not need to marshal all of the plaintiff's proof, but it must include a
fair summary of the expert's opinion on each of the elements identified in the
statute: the applicable standard of care, the breach or deviation from the standard
of care, and the causal relationship between the breach and the injury.
Golenko, 328 S.W.3d at 647.
Point I

The Trial Court Properly Exercised its Discretion by Overruling Appellant’s
Objections to the Expert Reports Because the Reports Constitute a Good
Faith Effort to Comply With the Requirements of Section 74.351 and Provide
a Fair Summary of the Experts’ Opinions Regarding the Standards of Care,
Breach of Those Standards, and Causation.
The trial court properly exercised its discretion in rejecting the challenges made to the

reports because the reports constitute an objective good-faith effort to comply with section
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74.351, providing a fair summary of each expert‘s opinions regarding the applicable standards of
care, how Appellant‘s conduct failed to meet those standards, and causation.
A.

An Expert Report is Sufficient Under Section 74.351 When it Provides
a Fair Summary of the Expert’s Opinions Regarding the Applicable
Standards of Care, Defendant’s Failure to Meet the Standards, and
Causation.

The Court should affirm the trial court‘s conclusion that the expert reports met the
standards imposed by Civil Practice & Remedies Code section 74.351. To constitute a valid
report under section 74.351, the expert report must provide a
fair summary of the expert‘s opinions as of the date of the report regarding
applicable standards of care, the manner in which the care rendered by the
physician or health care provider failed to meet the standards, and the causal
relationship between that failure and the injury, harm, or damages claimed.
Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code §74.351(r)(6). Plaintiffs‘ experts are not required to use ―
any
particular ‗magic words‘‖ to pass muster under the statute. Wright, 79 S.W.3d at 53 (Tex. 2002).
Instead, when a plaintiff timely files an expert report and a defendant objects to the report and/or
seeks dismissal because of the report‘s purported inadequacy, the trial court may grant the
motion ―
only if it appears to the court, after hearing, that the report does not represent an
objective good faith effort to comply with the definition of an expert report in Subsection (r)(6).‖
Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 74.351(l) (emphasis added). Accordingly, this Court may not
grant a motion to dismiss or sustain objections to the sufficiency of the report when presented
with such a good faith effort.
Plaintiffs may satisfy their statutory requirements by filing reports from multiple experts.
―
Nothing in this section shall be construed to mean that a single expert must address all liability
and causation issues with respect to all physicians or health care providers or with respect to both
liability and causation issues for a physician or health care provider.‖ Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem.
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Code § 74.351(i); see also Packard v. Guerra, 252 S.W.3d 511, 527 (Tex. App. – Houston [14th
Dist.] 2008, pet. denied); Palafox v. Silvey, 247 S.W.3d 310, 314 (Tex. App. – El Paso 2007, no
pet.). Accordingly, the Court must read reports from multiple experts together in determining
whether the Chapter 74 standards have been satisfied. In this case, the reports collectively
provide the required information under Chapter 74.
B.

The Reports Sufficiently Establish the Qualifications of the Experts to
Opine Regarding the Standard of care Applicable to Appellants,
Breaches of the Standard of Care, and Causation.

All experts are qualified to give an opinion regarding the standard of care applicable to
them. Under Section 74.401(a), a person may qualify as an expert with respect to medical
standards of care when the person:
(1)

is practicing medicine at the time such testimony is given or was
practicing medicine at the time the claim arose;

(2)

has knowledge of accepted standards of medical care for the diagnosis,
care, or treatment of the illness, injury, or condition involved in the claim;
and

(3)

is qualified on the basis of training or experience to offer an expert
opinion regarding those accepted standards of medical care.

Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 74.401(a). A court may also consider whether the witness is
board certified in an area relevant to the claim and whether the physician is actively practicing
medicine in areas relevant to the claim. Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 74.401(c).
the proper inquiry
When evaluating an expert‘s qualifications under Chapter 74, ―
concerning whether a physician is qualified to testify is not the physician‘s area of practice but
the stated familiarity with the issues involved in the claim before the court.‖ Concentra Health
Serv., Inc. v. Everly, 2010 WL 1267775, *4 (Tex. App. – Fort Worth 2010, no pet.). A physician
with practical knowledge of what is customarily and usually done under the circumstances
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confronting the defendant is competent to testify. Id. The reports here are by three physicians
who have encountered and treated patients with stroke or stroke symptoms. They have practical
knowledge regarding what is customarily and usually done under the circumstances, and they
therefore easily comply with this standard. As laid out in Dr. Malik‘s, Dr. Bailey, and Dr.
Buono‘s reports, the duty to identify and treat patients with stroke symptoms is a shared duty
between hospital, hospital staff, and physician.
1.

CHRISTUS St. Michael‘s Negligence and Proximate Cause
Clearly Stated.

Appellant is incorrect in contending that the expert reports fail to explain how
Appellant‘s breach of the standard of care proximately caused Mr. Curtis‘s injuries. (Appellant‘s
Brief at 5-6.) Each report outlines Appellant‘s breach and causation:
Christus Saint Michael Hospital likewise fell below the standards of care by
failing to staff its facility with adequately trained healthcare providers capable
of recognizing and treating Mr. Curtis. The hospital failed to have an on-site
neurologist available full time to assess and treat Mr. Curtis' neurological issues
such as hearing loss, unstable balance and abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy.
Moreover, the hospital violated minimal standards of care by failing to have,
and enforce, written policies and procedures to assure that Dix-Hallpik and
Epley maneuver are not performed on Mr. Curtis, given his neurological
complaints and documented abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy.
Christus Saint Michael Hospital staffed its facility with Dr. Urbina, a physician
that was inadequately trained to treat patients presenting with complicated
neurological issues, and a nursing staff in its Certified Primary Stroke Unit that
was not properly trained to intervene after Mr. Curtis experienced a significant
neurological event.
Under the definitions listed above, I must conclude that Dr. James Urbina and
Christus Saint Michael Hospital were negligent in their treatment and care of
Mr. Curtis.
Because of Mr. Curtis' abnormal cerebrovascular anatomy that was identified
on the CTA scan the morning of 9/18/2010 while in Christus Saint Michael
Hospital on their Certified Primary Stroke Unit, the treatment consisting of the
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Dix-Hallpik and the Epley maneuvers were contraindicated, dangerous, and
very risky.
Therefore, it is my expert medical opinion, rendered to a reasonable degree of
medical probability that the above negligent acts and omissions of Dr. Urbina and
Christus Saint Michael Hospital each proximately caused Mr. Curtis to experience
a brainstem stroke and complex basilar artery dissection and its sequela.
Appellant has challenged the expert reports by claiming the explanation of proximate
cause is conclusory. Id. Appellees‘ expert reports include a detailed explanation of the relevant
anatomy and the mechanism of injury involved in this case resulting from the improper physical
maneuvering of Curtis‘s head and neck. (CR 4). The trial court considered Appellant‘s
argument and correctly rejected it – stating ―
[t]he expert reports directly link the standard of care,
breach of the standard of care and causation to these maneuvers.‖ (CR 156). See, e.g., Hayes v.
Carroll, 314 S.W.3d 494, 507 (Tex. App. – Austin 2010, no pet.) (report adequately stated
causation where report stated ―
failure to notice the presence of the bandage and monitor the
effect it had on Carroll‘s leg caused the bandage and its effects to go undetected, which caused
the damage requiring amputation of her leg‖). Appellant will have an opportunity to challenge
the opinions of Dr. Malik, Bailey, and Buono with its own expert opinions or during a
Daubert/Robinson hearing. But disagreement with the experts‘ opinions is not a basis for
sustaining an objection to a report under section 74.351.
In addition, since Appellees have pleaded vicarious liability against Appellant for the
conduct of the physician-defendants the Trial Court was equally within his discretion to deny the
Motion to Dismiss. Appellant seems to concede that the causation analysis is adequate as to the
other defendants. (Appellant‘s Brief at page 5).
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Alternative Request for Thirty-Day Extension
In the alternative, should the Court find the reports deficient, the Court should grant an
extension under § 74.351(c). See Leland v. Brandal, 257 S.W.3d 204, 207 (Tex. 2008); Ogletree
v. Matthews, 262 S.W.3d 316 (Tex. 2007). The reports represent a good faith effort to comply
with the statute. If the Court does not agree, Appellees requests the Court grant a thirty-day
bsent,‖
extension to cure deficiency. Indeed because the reports are, if deficient, clearly not ―a
the only appropriate remedy is a thirty-day extension to cure the deficiencies.
CONCLUSION AND PRAYER
For the foregoing reasons, Appellees asks this Court to affirm the trial court‘s order
denying Appellant‘s motion to dismiss and overruling its objections to the expert reports and
remand this case for trial, or in the alternative grant a 30-day extension to cure any deficiencies,
and grant Appellees such other and further relief to which they are justly entitled.
Respectfully submitted,
THE GIRARDS LAW FIRM
By: ___/s/ James E. Girards _____________
James E. Girards, State Bar No. 07980500
jim@girardslaw.com
J. Michael Ramey, State Bar No. 24010330
mike@girardslaw.com
Girards Law Firm
10,000 North Central Expy., Suite 750
Dallas, Texas 75231
(214) 346-9529 Telephone
(214) 346-9532 Facsimile
ATTORNEYS FOR APPELLEES
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INTRODUCTION
In their response, the Curtises make virtually no effort to rebut CHRISTUS’
arguments.

Instead, the Curtises merely respond with boilerplate language

summarizing Texas case law on Chapter 74’s expert report requirements.
The Curtises make no attempt to explain why all three of their expert reports
fail to state to a “reasonable degree . . . how and why” CHRISTUS’ alleged breach
of the applicable standard of care proximately caused the Curtises’ injuries.
Instead, the Curtises claim CHRISTUS’ mere disagreement over the experts’
opinions is not enough to render a Chapter 74 report inadequate. CHRISTUS’
objection, however, is not that all three expert reports wrongly explain how
CHRISTUS’ acts or omissions caused the Curtises’ injuries.

CHRISTUS’

objection is that all three reports fail to explain causation as to CHRISTUS at all.
Rather, the only conduct discussed in all three reports relates to alleged
conduct by Dr. Urbina and the sole mention of CHRISTUS on causation is the bald
conclusion that in all three expert’s medical opinions, rendered to a reasonable
degree of medical probability, the acts and omission of Dr. Urbina and CHRISTUS
caused the Curtises’ harm. Such a conclusory statement, unsupported by any
analysis as to “how and why” CHRISTUS’ alleged acts and omissions caused such
harm is insufficient to satisfy Chapter 74’s expert report requirements.
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What’s more, the Curtises’ claim by simply pleading vicarious liability and
serving an expert report that is adequate as to Dr. Urbina, that is sufficient to
satisfy Chapter 74’s expert report requirements as to CHRISTUS on a theory of
vicarious liability. This argument is flawed because none of their expert reports
provide any factual basis to support a theory of vicarious liability and wellestablished case law prohibits looking outside the four corners of the expert report
to satisfy the required elements of an expert report. Furthermore, the Curtises
waived any such argument by failing to raise the argument in the trial court.
Consequently, CHRISTUS respectfully requests that this Court reverse the trial
court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss.
ARGUMENT
I.

The Trial Court Erred in Denying CHRISTUS’ Motion to Dismiss
Because the Curtises’ Expert Reports Fails to Adequately Address
Causation.
All three expert reports wholly fail to address how any alleged act or

omission by CHRISTUS – as opposed to Dr. Urbina – caused Mr. Curtis’s alleged
injuries. The Curtises make no attempt to rebut this argument in their response
brief. Rather than identifying where in their experts’ reports such causation is
adequately established, the Curtises merely respond by claiming CHRISTUS is
prohibited from attacked the merits of the Curtises’ health care claim and that mere
disagreement over whether the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers performed by
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Dr. Urbina were the cause of Mr. Curtis’s injuries does not render an expert report
inadequate. Resp. Br., p. 10. However, CHRISTUS’ objection to the Curtises’
reports is not that the reports wrongly state how and why CHRISTUS is the cause
of Mr. Curtis’s injuries. CHRISTUS’ objection is that these reports fail to state
how CHRISTUS is the cause of Mr. Curtis’s injuries at all.

The Curtises’

argument that CHRISTUS demands more than what the law requires is untrue as
causation is an essential element of any Chapter 74 expert report. Resp. Br., p. 5;
Am. Transitional Care Ctrs. of Tex., Inc. v. Palacious, 46 S.W.3d 873, 877-78
(Tex. 2001).
Absent from all three expert reports is any explanation as to how the alleged
breaches of the standard of care by CHRISTUS – as opposed to Dr. Urbina –
caused Mr. Curtis’s injuries. Rather, the sole causation reference as to CHRISTUS
is nothing more than boilerplate legalese: “ Therefore, it is my expert medical
opinion, rendered to a reasonable degree of medical probability that the above
negligent acts and omission of Dr. Urbina and Christus Saint Michael Hospital
each proximately caused Mr. Curtis to experience a brainstem stroke and complex
basilar artery dissection and its sequela.” CR 17, 28-29, 37-38. No effort is made
to specifically explain how and why CHRISTUS’ alleged failure to adequately
staff its facility, provide an onsite neurologist or consult a teleneurologist, or adopt
and enforce policies and procedures to bar the Dix-Hallpik and Epley maneuvers
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on patients like Mr. Curtis caused Mr. Curtis’s injuries.

As CHRISTUS

demonstrated in detail in its opening brief (and which the Curtises completely
ignore in their response brief), the conclusory boilerplate on causation as to
CHRISTUS in the Curtises’ expert reports is fatally deficient. Open. Br., pp. 9-14.
Without each expert’s explanation to a reasonable degree as to how and why these
failures proximately caused the Curtises’ injuries, all three reports fail to satisfy
Chapter 74’s requirements. See e.g., Jelinek v. Casas, 328 S.W.3d 526, 539-40
(Tex. 2010); Kingwood Pines Hosp. LLC v. Gomez, 362 S.W.3d 740, 750 (Tex.
App.—Houston [14th Dis.] 2011, no pet.).
In fact, the Curtises specifically acknowledge that in all three reports, the
only conduct discussed on causation was the conduct of Dr. Urbina, but
erroneously claim the discussion of causation as to Dr. Urbina applies equally to
CHRISTUS. Resp. Br., pp. 4-5 (“The three reports taken together, it is obvious
that the physical maneuvering of Curtis’s head and neck would not have been done
had Appellant adhered to the standard of care. For this reason, the causation
discussion regarding Dr. Urbina applies equally to Appellants”). A discussion of
causation as to Dr. Urbina cannot equally apply to establish direct liability as to
CHRISTUS because an expert report must specifically address causation as to each
defendant. See e.g. Palacious, 46 S.W.3d at 877-78 (Tex. 2001). All three expert
reports have merely stated a general conclusion as to CHRISTUS without any
5

explanation expressly and specifically tying CHRISTUS’ alleged breach of the
applicable standard of care to the Curtises’ purported injuries. See e.g. Bowie
Mem’l Hosp. v. Wright, 79 S.W.3d 48, 52 (Tex. 2002) (per curiam). Thus, the
Curtises’ expert reports are inadequate, and the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order
denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss must be reversed.
II.

The Trial Court’s April 19, 2013 Order Cannot be Affirmed on the
Basis of Vicarious Liability Against CHRISTUS.
In addition to failing to rebut any of CHRISTUS’ arguments establishing

that all three expert reports are deficient on causation with respect to the Curtises’
direct liability claims against CHRISTUS, the Curtises’ response fails to rebut
CHRISTUS’ argument that the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order cannot be
affirmed as to the Curtises’ vicariously liability claim against CHRISTUS.

The

trial court’s order cannot be affirmed on the basis for two independent reasons.
First, the Curtises’ claim cannot be upheld on the basis of vicariously
liability because the expert reports fail to explain how CHRISTUS could be held
vicariously liable for the conduct of Dr. Urbina. In a lone statement at the end of
their response brief, the Curtises allege that because these reports are sufficient as
to Dr. Urbina and they have plead vicarious liability against CHRISTUS for the
conduct of Dr. Urbina, the reports are sufficient as to CHRISTUS on the theory of
vicarious liability. Resp. Br., p. 10.
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However, simply pleading vicarious liability and serving a report that is
adequate to the alleged employee is not enough. There must be something in the
expert report that supports such a vicarious liability theory. See Certified EMS,
Inc. v. Potts, 355 S.W.3d 638, 689 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2011), aff’d,
392 S.W.3d 625, 632 (Tex. 2013) (finding the report identified the individual who
committee the sexual assault as an “employee” of the defendant which supported
the plaintiff’s vicarious liability theory against the defendant); TTHR Ltd.
Partnership v. Moreno, No. 11-0630, 2013 WL 1366028, at *2 (Tex. Apr. 5, 2013)
(following the analysis in Potts and finding expert reports adequate as to vicarious
liability because the reports addressed the defendant hospitals’ alleged liability for
the actions of two physicians). Unlike Potts and Moreno, there is no indication
from the four corners of the Curtises’ expert reports as to the basis for the Curtises’
vicarious liability theory against CHRISTUS so as to inform CHRISTUS of the
basis for such theory and allow the trial court to determine if such theory has merit.
See Palacios, 46 S.W.3d at 879 (finding an expert report must provide enough
information to provide a basis for the trial court to conclude the claims have merit).
Furthermore, looking to the Curtises’ pleadings for the alleged bases for
their vicarious liability claim would improperly require CHRISTUS or the trial
court to look outside of the four corners of the Curtises’ expert reports, a practice
Texas law has long prohibited. See e.g. Bowie Mem’l Hosp., 79 S.W.3d at 52;
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Hardy v. Marsh, 170 S.W.3d 865, 868-69 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2005, no pet.).
Instead, the factual basis to support the Curtises’ vicarious liability theory against
CHRISTUS must be evident within the four corners of the expert reports
themselves. Id. Because all three reports are silent as to how CHRISTUS could be
held vicariously liable for the conduct of Dr. Urbina, the trial court’s April 19,
2013 order cannot be affirmed on the basis of vicarious liability as to CHRISTUS.
But even if this Court concludes that the Curtises’ expert reports are
adequate because the Curtises’ expert reports are adequate as to the Curtises’
vicariously liability claim against CHRISTUS, this Court still must reverse the trial
court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ motion to dismiss because the
Curtises’ waived the argument. Open. Br., pp. 17-18. Significantly, the Curtises
do not dispute CHRISTUS’ showing in its opening brief that: (1) the Curtises
failed to raise the vicarious liability argument in the trial court; and (2) the Curtises
waived the argument as a result. Id. Thus, the Curtises cannot rely on the alleged
adequacy of their expert reports on their vicarious liability claim against
CHRISTUS as a basis for affirming the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, Appellant CHRISTUS Health Ark-La-Tex
d/b/a CHRISTUS St. Michael Health System respectfully requests that this Court:
(1) reverse the trial court’s April 19, 2013 order denying CHRISTUS’ Motion to
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Dismiss; and (2) remand this case to the trial court with instructions to determine
CHRISTUS’ request for attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to Texas Civil Practice
and Remedies Code § 74.351(b). CHRISTUS further respectfully requests that this
Court grant CHRISTUS any and all other relief to which it may be entitled.
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